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ABSTRACT 

History in Edmund Spenser's Faerie Queene Book V 

and his ~ of the Present State of Ireland reflects the 

basic assumptions and characteristics of Elizabethan terri

torial history, a form observed in the geographic basis of 

chorography, in the metaphoric expression of the British 

past, and in the contemporary enthusiasm for state, county, 

and city histories. William Lambarde's A Perambulation of 

Kent, the earliest English model for Spenser's territorial 

history, employs the antiquary's tentative empirical 

methodology in a study of sources newly freed of myth, 

legend, and unreliable antiquity. 

Accepting the developmental historical perspective 

of the territorial historians, Spenser in his View dis

cusses the susceptibility of certain positive laws to the 

ravages of time and circumstance and argues for a reforma

tion of those laws and their administration in Ireland. 

Similarly, justice in Book V is a virtue of reformation 

that requires a "physician" who diagnoses, cures, and pre

scribes a diet of new, well-ordered laws for the patient

state, the primary danger to "recural" existing in laws 

abrogated or perverted since their inception. 
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While accepting the workings of divine and natural 

law in history, Spenser focuses on the justiciar's secular 

role in terms of political more than providential causa

tion, legal more than moral justice, and practical more 

than theoretical law. As England's first justiciar Arte

gall presents a righteous response to original tyranny in a 

prelegal society and acquits himself on the charges of 

"unmanly guile" and "reproachful cruelty" by representing 

human justice based on laws responsive to season. 

In the historical domains of Book V Arthur's 

presence exemplifies providence in human justice, Arte

gall's actions man's secular control over responsive law

making and territorial rebellion, and Radigund's tale the 

imposition of natural law on justice. The legal and topi

cal content of Book V's poetic journeys suggests the terri

torial historian's "perambulation" in which Spenser's 

heroes learn the history of each canto's territory before a 

reforming justice can operate. As feigned antique history 

merges with topical event, the Legend of Justice becomes an 

innovative, optimistic, and uniquely Elizabethan glimpse of 

new territory. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the letter to Raleigh Spenser acknowledges his 

debt to "all the antique Poets historicall," yet the his-

tori cal dimension of the Faerie Queene rarely attracts more 

than indirect comment today. There are several reasons. 

First is Spenser's reputation as an indifferent historian 

in his own View of the Present State of Ireland, which 

probably deserves more study as a historical artifact than 

as a reliable Elizabethan history.1 Its content seems not 

immediately useful to students of Faerieland: one finds 

only an occasional reference to the specific Irish issues, 

"inconveniences" in local law and custom, and reforms 

Spenser plotted for that rebellious state. Aware of the 

View's real flaws and irrelevancies, few have expressed 

more than passing interest in its philosophy of history and 

in the ways that philosophy might clarify Spenser's his-

torical vision in the Faerie Queene, despite the logic of 

beginning a study of Spenser's sense of the past on his 

most observable historical grounds. 

A darker shadow over Spenser's history is the equa

tion of historical dimension with historical allegory, at 
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which level the Faerie Queene endures comparison to trivial 

guessing games and crudely drawn cartoon strips. The reader 

has been reduced on occasion to the role of bloodhound: 

"Our noses," as James McAuely complains, "are held down to 

tracing the topical allegory,"2 especially in Book V. The 

Legend of Artegall remains the inevitable focus for studies 

of Spenser's use of history in the Faerie Queene and for 

the general critical impatience with the poem's historical 

allegory. T. K. Dunseath, for example, in his major study 

of Artegall's quest argues that the "almost universal crit-

ical disesteem" for Spenser's poetry in Book V results from 

a misunderstanding based on an "undue emphasis upon his-

torical allegory," in particular upon topical issues 

revealed in the Isis and Mercilla episodes.) One suspects 

that new arguments concerning the poem's historical allegory 

are too easily dismissed; as Kermode complained, Dunseath 

seems "satisfied" 

that because the 'search for historical pos
sibilities has diminished' he need not bother 
about them. But neither this truth nor the 
fact that 'the meaning of Book V encompasses 
and transcends the historical allegory' en
tails that there is no such allegory, nor 
that it ought to be neglected.4 

Kermode's complaint, however, is not often repeated. 

The political implications of Book V have also been 

harsh enough to obscure Spenser's historical sense. In his 



recent edition A. C. Hamiltqn argues that in the final 

cantos of V "it is hardly possible to allow that there is 

anything beyond the painfully obvious topical allusion," 

3 

not only indicating Hamilton's despair over Spenser's poetry 

in these cantos but also hinting at his distaste for 

Spenser's politics: "the attack "of the Blatant Beast on 

Artegall," he later adds, "may be explained by the critic 

as an allusion to the slanders heaped on Lord Gray for his 

over-simple method of solving the Irish problem by extermi

nating the Irish."5 This barking at Gray is at the center 

of an all too common, simplistic denunciation of Artegall 

and of Spenser himself, and indeed the often brutal action 

throughout Book V, seemingly permissible elsewhere in the 

poem, prompts an easy misunderstanding at the historical 

level, encouraging the famous sanction of C. S. Lewis that 

"Spenser was the instrument of a detestable policy in 

Ireland, and in his fifth book the wickedness he had shared 

begins to corrupt his imagination."6 Even if one heeds his 

disclaimer about his own qualifications as a historian, the 

accusation Lewis makes continues to darken Spenser's repu

tation. 

Historiography in the Faerie Queene remains prob

lematic in Book V, partly due to a common desire to make 

the discovery of political and historical doctrine in 
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literature the goal of interpretation once historical con

tent seems primary. David Riggs has discussed how easily 

the Shakespearian histories can be reduced by small mistaken 

steps to "mere paraphrases of political concepts";? simi

larly, Book V suffers from a critical past dominated by the 

Variorum attitude that historical meaning in that book 

overwhelms any moral or spiritual meaning. Later cor

rective visions of Dunseath, Aptekar, and others who have 

drawn Spenser's readers from veiled history into the moral 

issues surrounding Artegall's legend have neglected Spen

ser's philosophy of history for an assumption that the 

important thing is not so much what events Spenser shadows 

in Book V but that he shadows, shamelessly, £!£ patria et 

regina. The borders of history narrow to exclude all but 

political propaganda. 

A further corrective to the Variorum attitude might 

begin with an examination of historical methodology in the 

View and in Book V. One must understand, first of all, 

that Spenser is seriously committed to a historical dimen

sion in his writing. One remembers the genuine delight 

with which Spenser pauses in his review of recent Irish 

affairs in the View to return to the subject of Irish 

antiquities. 8 Indeed, recent analysis of the intersection 

of history with myth or archetype in the Faerie Queene has 



implied that Spenser may be so involved with history that 

his poetry suffers: Joanne Craig, for example, believes 

the poem reveals "a distrust of the secular [history], 

present from the start but expressed more and more insist

ently until it wrecks the poem."9 Neither the View or Book 

V, however, thoughtlessly advances a so-called Tudor myth, 

and in fact when one places them side by side an unexpected 

heterodoxy occasionally surfaces. Surely Spenser is, as 

Robert Ornstein has said of Shakespeare and his fellow 

artists, "clear sighted enough to discern the contradic

tions and expediencies of Tudor royalism."'O 

How Spenser discusses the past in the View and Book 

V also provides evidence of the distinct nature of Spen

serian virtues. For example, Spenser and Shakespeare each 

explore historical events for their moral dimensions, yet 

their representation of history differs significantly. 

Richard II, roughly contemporaneous with Book V, generates 

meaning through a dramatic exploration of character, 

through human motives and passions; the Legend of Artegall, 

however, tends to define justice, or explain how it oper

ates, through etymology and symbolic event within the epic 

form. Justice hides within Artegall's actions, and it is 

the operation of reasonable policy in those actions that 

determines the tone and adequacy of the virtue justice, 

5 



just as it is Spenser's exploration of reasonable policy in 

Irish history that reveals his notion of justice in the 

~. One might suggest that Artegall is not as "modern" a 

character as Shakespeare's Richard. He is quicker to 

represent justice, slower to analyze it. Most important, 

he reflects Spenser's philosophy of history that allows for 

optimistic, practical responses to injustice in the Faerie 

Queene. 

Beyond a few comments in the Letter to Raleigh and 

Spenser's view of Elizabethan polity in Ireland, Spenser's 

philosophy of history remains problematic. Of approaches 

to history current in Renaissance thought and available to 

Spenser the ubiquitous cyclical theory ("the Classical 

Spirit [of cycles] reborn and revived in Renaissance 

times"11) seems to have had, as Angus Fletcher argues, no 

"major force in his poetry.,,12 Spenser would have had the 

usual "arsenal of cyclical images" at his disposal, yet it 

seems to me the nondevelopmental aspects of cyclical histo

ries oppose the dynamics of the poem. Spenser apparently 

owes more to the "linear" theories of history, although 

what linear means isn't exactly clear. Fletcher accepts 

the term as used by Lewis and others in defining a theory 

of "providential historicism," which advances a general 

progressive view of Christian history, one whereby Spenser 

6 



eventually works through historical particularities toward 

"metahistorical or transcendental truth" on his way to a 

genuine prophetic voice. 13 Berger, however, explicating 

Spenser's "retrospective vision," places such progressive 

theories in a separate category of attitudes he calls 

"familiar paired contraries rooted in pessimism and opti

mism--the thesis that history is a long decline from a 

golden age at the beginning of time versus the belief in 

patterns of evolution (from simpler to more complex states) 

and progress (from worse to better states)."14 For him 

linear historiography borrows substance from Christian 

humanism in its emphasis on changing conditions among his

torical particularities and on uniqueness of historical 

event in Christian and classical antiquity, a theory that 

Fletcher would call modern or "scientific" in its (non

linear) development of "limited chains of causal connec

tions,,15 and its undermining of cyclical repetition. Such 

differences in the way various theories labeled linear pre

sent the relation of present and past make the term unre

liable. 

Although Berger does see modernist tendencies in 

Spenser's historical dimension, he directs his attention 

instead toward a discussion of imaginative creation in the 

Faerie Queene: Spenser's vision and "continual or periodic 

7 



revision"16 of ideals in an ideal work. In fact, the case 

for a thoroughly modern historiography in Spenser is uncon

vincing. I would suggest instead that the various linear, 

historicist, and modernist views are manifestations of a 

general bias in Elizabethan historiography toward develop

mental ideas about human events. Spenser had access to 

histories that opposed the persistent nondevelopmental 

theory of cycles, buttressed the disparate needs of contem

poraneous religious and secular histories in England, and 

in particular helped structure his program of civic reform 

in Ireland and his concept of reforming justice in Faerie

land. While Spenser's philosophy of history accepts the 

traditional view that past events contain valuable lessons 

for the present, it derives much of its strength from the 

newer perspective that history is often a matter of demon

strating how past causes can have present effects--that is, 

how a specific set of conditions develop into different 

sets. 

Yet no particular study of Spenser's history ade

quately accounts for the historical dimensions of Book V. 

It is difficult, for example, to locate "metahistorical 

truths" beyond specific events shadowed in the Belgae epi

sode; and while the "evolutionary vision" of decline from 

the Golden Age finds direct expression in the Proem, the 
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book itself does not argue a continuatio~ of degeneration 

any more than it furthers a renascence of classical ages. 

In the final cantos Spenser's obvious attention to imme

diate conditions, causes, and solutions is often read as a 

lapse from some higher intention, a lapse that encourages 

the confusing interpretation of Book V as a reactionary 

defense of brutal Elizabethan policies that so clearly. 

violate the poem's integrity. Similarly, the historicist 

vision of national destiny that one assumes is at the 

center of the poem nevertheless lacks a corresponding sense 

of the apocalyptic, of millenarian completion, in the poem 

itself. At a certain distance Book V apparently gives the 

strange impression that it succeeds by transcending history 

at the same time that it fails by being too historical. 

If the Faerie Queene has too easily disappeared as 
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a historical poem, it may also be due to the nondramatic 

nature of its poetry, which suggests the historical dis

tancing implicit in prophetic visions. One senses a dis

cussion of character growth and action might be profitless 

and retreats into the moral allegory, envisioning Faerie

land as a place of contemplation wherein event fades into 

idea. The inescapable references to contemporary events in 

Book V therefore often prove embarrassing--unless, of course, 



one begins with the notion that the Faerie Queene is a 

radically historical poem. 

The present study is grounded in the belief that 

history is indeed central to Spenser's thought. The coin

cident appearance of the View and Book V suggests that 

Spenser's discussion of recent foreign policy and other 

topical matters is not in fact an artistic lapse but to a 

significant degree a deliberate historical essay. (Curi-

ously, no one has studied the Faerie Queene in terms of the 

explosion of popularity of histories in the 1580's and 

1590's.17) Whatever the case, to suggest that any histori

cal interest results from an imagination corrupted by his 

Irish experiences requires more evidence than we might 

expect to obtain. That Book V might be a product of Spen-

serfs waning poetic gifts also disregards the real achieve-

ments of the later Book VI and the extraordinarily high 

esteem Elizabethans show for historical writing. 18 Louis 

B. Wright has summarized the usual argument concerning 

this special regard for history: 

The Armada victory had fanned national 
patriotism to such a fever heat that even 
stage players could draw crowds better with 
a history play than with any other theme. 
Small wonder it is that printers thought 
it a good time to bri~~ out new editions 
of popular histories. 

Yet patriotic fervor can be only a partial answer. For one 

10 



thing, the exploitation of historical works began prior to 

the Armada triumphs: 1586 saw the publication of Camden's 

Britannia and the first four books of Warner's Albion's 

England; the second edition of Holinshed, the first in ten 

years, came out in 1587. Obviously the histories on stage 

and off responded to the growing threats from Rome and 

Spain, and probably the Faerie Queene succeeded in part as 

propaganda, as theoretical literature designed, in Douglas 

Northrop's words, "to answer specific criticisms of the 

Queen, to encourage loyalty, and, indeed, to protect the 

realm from foreign attack."20 Perhaps too the popular 

demand for history was a searching for truth in the midst 

of crisis, among doubts and new philosophies, precisely 

because the Elizabethans valued history for its truth and 

utility.21 

Widespread interest in secular causes and effects 

gave this new emphasis on national affairs a vital perspec

tive central to the historiographical revolution of the 

age. Especially about the troubles in Ireland Spenser's 

contemporaries were beginning to seek political solutions 

before theological explanations: as Basil Willey says of 

the scientific movement in the seventeenth century, "Inter

est was now directed to the how, the manner of causation, 

not its why, its final cause."22 A history of Ireland that 

1 1 



examined the establishment of profitable colonies, the 

drain on Elizabeth's finances, and the tempests of court 

politics would inevitably soften the common attitude that 

Irish misery grew out of its "fatal destiny."23 For one 

thing, the newer history, recognizing the possibiilty of 

lasting peace or something close to it, demands that srict 

legal approaches to rebellion and war be nurtured. 24 Cer

tainly Book V, and more pointedly the ~, develops a 

concern for legal sanctions, and it shows traces of the 

12 

prevailing political lexicon. Artegall, as Michael O'Connell 

says, is part detective, part "social bandit" or gunslinger, 

and also part mouthpiece for Elizabethan law. 25 All these 

roles add secular weight to the poem. 

How much, then, does the historical dimension of 

Spenser's work reflect modernist historiography? There is 

little agreement on this point. Fletcher presents one side 

of the argument: "Spenser is a Christian poet and he 

subordinates the insights of cyclical and scientific history 

to the Christian revelation of a prophetic historicism."26 

Rosamund Tuve, on the other hand, finds the archaism of the 

Faerie Queene more modern than nostalgic, the romance less 

supernatural than realistic, and Spenser's allegory more 

secular than religious: "Thorough, sincere, and devoted 

Christian that he was, it is noteworthy that he did not 
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choose to write Christological allegory into his romance."27 

In fact, in the View Spenser clearly does not subordinate 

"scientific" or modernist history to Christian revelation. 

Even Fletcher concedes a small degree of the newer, "more 

tentative historiographic style" to Spenser's poetry, 

believing it lends to the poem "a Machiavellian hardness of 

attitude."28 The View's sense of the past does appear in 

Book V, even occupying a major role in defining the Eliza

bethan justiciar and his civic responsibilities. While it 

would be overstating the case to call Spenser modern or 

scientific, it would certainly be less accurate to label 

his philosophy of history medieval. 

Indeed, the present study begins with the assumption 

that Spenser's historical sense reflects a transitional 

period in English historiography marked by an Elizabethan 

historical form called territorial. It was a flexible 

form, capable of maintaining reactionary political myths 

and a wide range of theological attitudes, but generally it 

held to a developmental philosophy distinctly secular and 

especially sensitive to the need for accuracy in historical 

writing. Camden's Britannia was the most influential ter

ritorial history, and Craig is probably right to suggest 

that "Spenser must have been a knowledgeable skeptic like 

Camden, whom he praises in The Ruines of Time as 'the 



nourice of antiquitie, / And lanterne unto late succeeding 

age.,"29 Territorial histories also tend to radiate enthu

siasm over their own contributions to public knowledge and 

to a new scholarly tradition. This optimistic territorial 

feel for history characterizes both View and Book V. 

The scope of territorial history in Spenser's 

England will be considered in chapter 2, below. At present 

it should be recalled that territorial history is a pecul

iarly Elizabethan form. F. Smith Fussner distributes all 

late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century English his

tories into three general categories. 30 The first, univer

sal history, generally divides human experience into eras 

(such as Augustine's Seven Ages and Four Monarchies 31 ) 

whose particular events exist to confirm universal truths. 

A dominant medieval form, it generally assumes that history 

illustrates God's providence. Naturally, theocentric his

tory is not limited to universal schemes. No Elizabethan 

historian would deny God's hand in the world, though quite 

a few might reject the historical validity of portents so 

visible to medieval characters. The significant fact con

cerning universal history is that in it the difference 

between past and present, as Fussner says of Raleigh's 

History of the World, a late English example of the type, 

"was at best an illusion, a matter of costume."32 

14 
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Problematic history, on the other hand, Fussner's 

third category, begins with the idea that historical facts 

must be established by critical methods, not merely accepted 

on their report in traditional civil or ecclesiastical 

authorities. Its scope is therefore narrowed to "institu

tions, customs, laws, and scholarly disciplines related to 

history."33 Problematic history obviously has a modern 

look; it implies a fundamental recognition that histories 

are unreliable and therefore useless unless particular 

events themselves can be verified. In universal schemes, 

ecclesiastical history supersedes the secular concerns of 

man. In problematic, however, the ecclesiastical matter 

loses its special status for the first time, and the his

torian need no longer handle the past as a vessel of moral 

lessons coterminous with those of the present. In his 

Historie of Tithes (1618) John Selden insisted that all 

documents, religious and secular, be subject to the same 

historical scrutiny,34 a clear sign that history had 

entered the age of science. 

Situated between these categories, territorial 

history has as its "controlling assumptions," says Fussner, 

"those which derived ultimately from the nation state. 

Thus, historical works which dealt with affairs of state, 

or with local, biographical or episodic history primarily 



from a territorial point of view can be classed as territo

rial history.1I35 Antiquarian enthusiasm and to an extent 

the Elizabethan passion for discovering new and different 

lands reflect a basic territorial need to understand the 

causes of present conditions no longer clearly reflective 

of the universals. Place is important; as Thomas Fuller 

later declared in his Worthies .2! England (1662), "seeing 

where is as important as ~ to a man's being. 1I36 To the 

Elizabethans this was a revelation. 

Camden's Britannia (1586) is probably the major 

expression of territorial historiography in England, 

although by no means does it spell out a manifesto of 

modernist claims. Technically, it is one of a number of 

Elizabethan local histories, or chorographies--roughly 

speaking, geographical histories--together witnessing a 

basically secular reaction to the dominant presence of 

medieval universalism in early sixteenth-century English 

16 

histories. Among the most popular territorial studies were 

William Lambarde's A Perambulation of Kent (1576), Richard 

Carew's Survey of Cornwall (written 1580's), William Harri

son's Description of England (1587), John Hooker's Descrip

tion of the Citie .2! Excester (1590's), Sampson Erdeswicke's 

Survey of Staffordshire (1590's), John Norden's Middlesex 

(1593) and Hertfordshire (1598), and John Stow's Survey of 
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London (1598).37 Territorial history is the product of a 

society undergoing radical change. In a series of seemingly 

minor alterations in methodology and content, English his

tory in Spenser's day might be labeled evolutionary, yet 

the mixture of territory and past event that defines Cam

den's undertaking or Spenser's Irish tract is in fact not 

so much a necessary link between historical types as it is 

an aberrant experiment. For all his useful information, 

even Camden suffers from a dusty antiquarian image today 

while Selden seems to have appeared, suddenly modern. 

Existing utilitarian demands on Elizabethan history simply 

did not produce institutional histories. For whatever 

reasons, larger territory held the historian's interest 

until after the Tudor period. 

In other words, territorial history is character

ized by changes in the intellectual climate of the age. It 

employs a tentative empirical methodology, neither com

pletely discarding providential explanations nor recogniz

ing the need for reconciliation; it remains relatively free 

of anachronism in history without developing a sufficiently 

skeptical position from which to settle firmly the debates 

over questionable myths and documents of the English past; 

and, appearing in the last three decades of Elizabeth's 

reign, it most likely gains impetus from the growth of 



nationalism and dynastic politics that accompanied the 

Reformation in England. Perhaps uncertain about their 

18 

goals, about the newness of their own historical methodology, 

writers of territorial history usually fail by modern stand

ards, often falling into inconsistency and factual error, 

yet they remain more progressive than reactionary. 

Throughout Spenser's poetic career, territorial 

histories were among the most popular Elizabethan writings. 

Spenser himself demonstrates a lively interest in the 

importance of place in historical study: though some will 

judge his "famous antique history" of the Faerie Queene 

more fantasy than fact, wiser men will recall that daily, 

"through hardy enterprize, / Many great Regions are 

discouered,,38 that no man ever knew. For Faerieland Spen

ser can "vouch antiquities" that, he clearly implies, are 

always suspect yet never easily dismissed. Here the poet 

asks his readers not only to enter his world in its alle

gorial depiction of Elizabeth's domain but also to treat it 

almost as an antiquarian recovery of past times in the 

known countries, including England itself. Our experience 

of the Faerie Queene always includes the territory, Faerie

land, which, along with Spenser's View, exemplifies the 

particular fascination physical territory and the past had 

for Spenser's contemporaries; and among territorial 



histories Spenser would have found a popular and firmly 

progressive manifestation of that fascination. 

In England, territorial history surfaces on the 

borders of a modern historiography.39 Although it does not 

abandon all the assumptions of classical and medieval 

models, it does demonstrate something of the new philosophy 

in Elizabethan thought: the discrete addition of causal to 

symbolic relationships in historical discussions, of his

torical cause to the workings of fortune and providence. 

Placing new emphasis on human experience, it assumes that 

social and political conditions are worthy of study in 

themselves, that historical change can be measured in the 

laws and customs of church and state, and that myths, 

legends, and national histories may be used or discarded 

according to a new wariness of traditional authority. If 

"Renaissance" may be used to describe an exploratory or 

perhaps revolutionary era when medieval views are being 

reformed along progressive, optimistic, empirical lines, 

then one might argue that English territorial histories in 

Spenser's time were abstracted from Renaissance instincts. 

Particularly characteristic of territorial history 

is the tension between tradition and a radical insistence 

on historical accuracy. The Reformation required new 

church histories to be based on solid, thorough, truthful 
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investigation of historical sources, and in Europe that 

investigation became a struggle of national as well as 

ecclesiastical import. In France especially the changes in 

thinking that are peculiar to the Renaissance dissociation 

of past and present mark the historiographical revolution. 

State-initiated reform in England, however, made those 

changes less evident. Antiquarians were needed for the 

establishment of innovative church and state histories 

befitting the unique position of England in time and in the 

world, and indeed bitter controversies sometimes arose, 

especially concerning the authority and authenticity of 

Geoffrey of Monmouth's British history, including stories 

of Brut and Arthur. Yet Elizabethan historians never pro

duced a fully developed theory of history, probably because 

they had little need to set up and justify a formal attack 

on traditional authority.40 Their historiographical revo

lution was bloodless and relatively silent, and therefore 

Spenser's own reticence on historical methodology isn't 

unusual. 

Thus direct expressions of territorial history in 

sixteenth-century England remain limited. Elizabethans 

sought to understand how they differed from past societies. 

That is not to say they necessarily perceived the distance 

they had travelled and the acceleration of change during 
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their century. They developed no revolutionary historical 

theories, and they could not have accounted for the changes 

in their own methodology with any great accuracy. Yet the 

English experience was bound up with a new enthusiasm for 

history and a new sense of territory that Spenser shared. 

Although one can see the emerging historiography as essen

tially political, "scientific" or empirical, secular, or 

even modern, it is the new emphasis on place rather than 

person, and on local rather than universal place, that 

interests many Elizabethans. From various perspectives 

their historiography appears manifest in primarily territo

rial forms: in the geographic basis of chorography, the 

dominant Elizabethan expression of local and national his

tory; in the metaphoric expression of a British past as new 

and unexplored as nth' Indian Peru ••• fruitfullest 

Virginian," or "the Moones faire shining spherel! 

(II.Proem.2.9,3.6); in the gradual narrowing of historical 

content from a concern for universal space through state, 

county, city, and institutional space; and finally in the 

human body not merely as microcosm, symbolically connected 

to the universal web of existence, but also as a part of a 

particular community. 

Coleridge once suggested that the Faerie Queene 

takes place in no particular space or time, "in the domains 
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neither of history or geography,,,41 and yet Faerieland does 

represent both in its territorial design. The Legend of 

Artegall and the View together reveal Spenser's sense of 

history, his response to present and past events as things, 

places, and conditions that can be thought of in isolation, 

apart from universal correspondences. This is a signifi

cant response, especially as the two works outline a prac

tical attempt to solve the vexing problems of a just use of 

civil power. Despite competing philosophies of history in 

his work, the assumptions of territorial history inform 

Spenser's creation of a historical fiction in which politi

cal "recural" is possible, where reformation need not mean 

cataclysmic change or an imposition of reactionary, defen

sive postures; in which commanding the spirit of the law is 

possible, even in "barbarous" Ireland; and in which justice 

requires power, a constant attention to conscience, and a 

moral courage indifferent to the voices of imprudent policy. 



CHAPTER 2 

TERRITORIAL HISTORY IN SPENSER'S ENGLAND 

Out of the interplay of forces precipitating 

nationalism and ecclesiastical reformation in sixteenth-

century England emerged new, vigorous ideas about history 

that were to culminate eventually in a recognizably modern 

historiography. Fussner suggests that the dates of William 

Camden's life (1551-1623) encompass a period of genuine 

revolution in history writing: by Camden's death, he 

argues, 

the whole character of English historiography had 
changed. The medieval Chronicle had been super
seded by the modern history. Original research, 
especially in the public record, had become the 
hallmark of good historical writing. 1 

It was a transitional period in which universalism and the 

dominance of providence in historical theory was giving way 

to a more secular, developmental perspective. Flourishing 

in the middle decades of this period, roughly from the 

publication of William Lambarde's Perambulation of ~ 

(1576), the first important local history in England, to 

John Stow's Survey of London (1598), the last Elizabethan 

success in that field, t~rritorial history was the central 

voice of English history. The dates correspond roughly to 
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those of Spenser's poetic career, and certainly the various 

expressions of territorial history were strong and perva

sive enough to have had a significant effect on Spenser's 

historical orientation. Indeed, the present examination of 

the characteristic assumptions and methods of territorial 

history will show it to be a primary source not only of 

Elizabethan historical attitudes but also of innovative 

political and especially legal thought. It will become 

clear that in a traditional manner territorial history 

could be propagandistic, scholarly, or popular in nature, 

sometimes all three, but in its historical challenge to the 

authority of medieval histories, their philosophy and 

methodology, it also brought a new vision of the present to 

Elizabethan society. 

Although there is no contemporary manifesto of the 

aims of territorial historiography, there is evidence that 

writers were beginning to recognize a new potential for 

history and were aware of a need to justify history's 

expanding claims to truth and utility. A brief letter by 

Jacques Amyot, the French bishop and classical scholar, was 

occasionally brought forward in defense of history. Called 

the "most characteristic expression of late sixteenth

century historical thought in England,"2 Amyot's letter "To 

the Reader" of his 1559 version of Plutarch's Lives was 
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widely known in North's 1579 translation. 3 For Amyot his

tory is the memory of mankind: "[C]onsider in how horrible 

darkness, and in how beastly and pestilent a quagmire of 

ignorance we should be plunged if the remembrance of all 

the things that have been done and have happened before we 

were born were utterly drowned and forgotten" (p. xxxii). 

History is the "durablest monument," the "mother of troth" 

(p. xxxiii); there are no conditions that can arise "either 

in peace or war, in public or private affairs" (p. xxxiii), 

that the diligent reader cannot find in histories, in their 

meaningful comparisons and counsels for mankind. History 

is superior to moral philosophy, to poetry, even to "civil 

laws and ordinances" (p. xxxiv). In its reliance on experi

ence and on the variety of experiences it deserves more 

respect than we accord to the wisest sage. It does not 

fail, though "for hatred or favor" a poor historian may 

embrace "untruth" (p. xl). The true historian serves the 

commonwealth and records the judgments of God, although his 

first duty must be to write with an eye to the instruction 

of princes because historical content is very often poli

tical. 

These commonplaces are repeated piecemeal through

out Elizabethan writings,4 and we recall especially the 

primary association of memory and history that Spenser 
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makes with his own historian, Eumnestes, the "man of infi

nite remembrance" in Alma's castle. Amyot, like Spenser, 

is well aware of the moral functions of history: Uthe 

immortal praise and glory wherewith it rewardeth welldoers 

is a very lively and sharp spur for men of noble courage 

and gentlemanlike nature to cause them to adventure upon 

all manner of noble and great things" (p. xxxv). History 

consists in the main of the great adventure of man and also 

of the nature of great men. But while no Elizabethan 

historian would have denied history its moral dimension, by 

century's end the center of historical theory was beginning 

to be commanded by the utilitarian function of territorial 

histories, including their use of "memorials" and "antiqui

ties," as two of Bacon's subdivisions of civil history were 

called,5 and of iocal histories in which registers, cata

logues, monuments, views, and surveys were increasingly 

recognized as historical titles. As the present study will 

demonstrate, Spenser's own "view" of Ireland, his attempt 

to describe the "present state" of the realm by reviewing 

its history, is something quite different from the univer

sal and chronicle records of medieval England. While he 

does discuss the great persons and momentous occurrences of 

Irish history, Spenser's treatise owes less to a "sharp 

spur" to our ethical education than it does to a reasonably 



pointed argument for political action. Spenser still 

intends to reach Elizabeth's ear, but in this intent he 

bears a closer resemblance to Machiavelli than to Amyot. 
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In fact, territorial history had begun to supplant 

medieval forms long before the View. Lambarde's A Permabu

lation of Kent: Conteining the description, Hystorie, and 

Customes of that Shyre (1576) appeared twenty years earlier, 

its complete title suggestive of the empirical bias of 

Elizabethan local histories. At the time of publication it 

was an important work. Thomas Wotton had sent a manuscript 

of the Perambulation to Archbishop Parker early in 1571. 

Sometime later Parker mentioned the manuscript to Burghley, 

calling Lambarde "an honest and learned observer" who was 

in the process of amending the manuscript before attempting 

to print it. As Wilbur Dunkel points out, "Lambarde was in 

the enviable position of having the most powerful statesmen 

in the realm review his manuscript."6 From Burghley's 

viewpoint the Perambulation, written from Lambarde's posi

tion that Saxon documents provided the best primary sources 

of English history, was to be a part of an Anglo-Saxon 

revival that would help strengthen a tradition locating 

English history among Saxon-Germanic rather than Roman or 

Briton ancestry. Naturally, this revival would create a 

political advantage by the formation of closer ties with 
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Protestant nations on the continent. Parker, however, was 

interested in Anglo-Saxon in terms of the establishment of 

an English church tradition separate from Rome. 7 Thus 

Lambarde's work constituted support for two major goals, 

secular and ecclesiastical, of the Elizabethan state during 

the seventies and eighties. The political value of terri

torial works was recognized early on and never forgotten. 

The Perambulation is also an innovative scholarly 

work. It is the first county history of England, in a 

sense the first fruit of Leland's 1540's program for English 

antiquarianism. 8 Primarily, Lambarde's study exhibits its 

territorial interests as a chorography, a combination of 

geography and history that extends beyond a mere topograph

ical dictionary to include archaeology, law, custom, and 

direct observation when necessary--as Levy observes, "any

thing that might serve to illuminate the description of an 

area."9 Following a geographical rather than alphabetical 

outline of Kentish towns, Lambarde discusses the history of 

markets, religious houses, schools, local customs, and so 

on with antiquarian thoroughness. If he takes pride in his 

county and occasionally in the particular nobility of its 

natives, he nevertheless writes with an evident interest in 

the history of the region for its own sake, with particular 



concern that his historical investigation be a valuable 

contribution to the continuing study of English territory. 

The territorial methodology is largely empirical. 

Materials for the Perambulation have been "collected," as 

the title page declares, "and written (for the most part) 

in the yeare. 1570 . . . and nowe increased by the addi-

tion of some things which the Authour him selfe hath 
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obseured since that time." Historical research meant walk-

ing ancient roads and reading dusty registers. In his 

"Chorographical Description"10 of Britain Camden discusses 

his own perambulation: 

I have travelled over almost all England, and 
consulted the most experienced and learned persons 
in each county. I have carefully read over our own 
writers, and those among the Greek and Roman authors 
who made the least mention of Britain. I have 
consulted the public records, ecclesiastical 
registers, many libraries, the archives of cities 
and churches, monuments, and old deeds, and have 
made use of them as of irrefragable evidence, and 
when necessary quoted their very words, however 
barbarous, that truth may have its full weight. 11 

Lambarde receives particular credit for his contribution to 

this kind of historical investigation. Camden acknowledges 

Lambarde as "the foundation and source" of his own study of 

Kent,12 and Stow's later survey of London opens with a 

dedicatory review of English chorography: 

Since the first publishing of the perambulation of 
Kent, by that learned Gentleman William Lambert 
Esquier, I have heard of sundry other able persons 
to haue (according to the desire of that author) 



assayed to do somewhat for the particular Shires 
and Counties where they were borne, or dwelt ••• 
[yet few] have vouchsafed their labor to the 
common good in that behalfe. 13 

He therefore intends his own Survey to add to "an whole 

body of the English Chorographie" and also "give occasion, 

and courage to M. Camden to increase and beautify his 

singular work of the whole [extent of Britain] • • " 

(p. iv). As one who has seen "sundry antiquities" himself 

and made a thorough search of the records in "a service 

that most agreeth with my professed trauels" (p. iv-v), 

Stow too is a perambulator. 

Not simply a study of antiquity closed to all but 

scholars, the Perambulation is intended for the benefit of 

Lambarde's neighbors. The dedication that Wotton supplies 

mentions neither Parker nor Burghley, Queen nor God, but 

Lambarde's countrymen, "the Gentlemen of the Countrie of 
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Kent," for their goodness, their Christian zeal, and "for 

the indifferent and discrete course ye keepe" in their 

relations with "honest and tractable neighbors ••. " (sig. 

A4V). Including sincere praise for those loyal kinsmen who 

did not go out with Wyatt in 1554, the complete dedication 

becomes not only an appeal to local pride but also a promise 

to contribute an honest and accurate accounting of the 

county. As such it is an innovative history. Wotton sums 

up his commendation: 



it is in substance, an hystorie: treating of the 
partes (and actions of greatest weight a good time 
together ••• ) of one speciall Countrie: set fro 
great antiquitie, which many men are delighted 
with: out of sundry bookes with great studie 
collected, painfully: by this authoure in the 
matter set out, truely: with good words well 
placed, eloquently. (sig. A4V) 
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In these phrases describing Lambarde's methodology one can 

locate the three primary phases (though chronologically 

reversed) of European humanistic influences on English his-

tory: "eloquently" written history argues the early human-

istic interest in stylistic matters; "truely" argued matter 

reflects the historian's desire to reconstruct the milieu 

of an ancient writer; and of course "painfully" collected 

sources emphasize empirical antiquarian aims, especially of 

Ortelius, whose hand in English chorography is well

known. 14 Typical of Elizabethan territorial studies 

(though perhaps less dry), the Perambulation remains a 

popular history. 

Territorial history, then, reflects a concern for 

writing accurately about the past in order to advance civic 

interests and the historical and geographic knowledge of a 

particular area. Not surprisingly, the histories of Lam

barde, Camden, and Stow were very popular. Each wrote not 

simply for the enlightenment of his fellows but also for 

their enjoyment. The delight to be gained from a study of 

antiquity is attested to by historians well into the 
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seventeenth century, and Wotton's dedication is typical in 

locating that delight in history's utility: "I muste 

needes say, that (the sacred word of Almightie God alwayes 

excepted) there is nothing either for our instruction more 

profitable, or to our mindes more delectable, or within the 

compasse of common understanding more easie or facile, then 

the studie of hystories •••• ,,15 The "dexteritie" that 

men acquire in all civil acts--providing for oneself, "com

forting" friends, serving king and country--"doth rest 

cheefly upon their awne & other folkes experience .•• "; in 

short, the most valuable discipline for Lambarde's country

men is English history. 

The fact is that territorial historiography and a 

coincident rise in the status of history in general 

appeared amid the uncertain conditions of an England 

wrestling with the "new philosophy" of science and nature. 

Two such conditions characterize the period's territorial 

history. The first is the intermittent expression of a 

developmental view of history based on the historical util

ity of second causes and on an awareness of anachronism in 

history writing. The second is the tentative rejection of 

the validity of traditional historical authorities by means 

of a new methodology taken in part from French legal his

torians and later developed by native antiquaries. 
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Owen Barfield argues the significance of the devel

opmental view--"the habit of looking on the past as a sort 

of seed, of which the present is the transformation or 

fruit ll16 : the habit is central to modern thought, and it 

distances us from medieval views that were credulous of 

anachronistic history. We might conclude that, to a degree, 

developmental perception created territorial history, 

pressed it into service in defense of and sometimes in 

opposition to the Reformation, and thus gave it vitality 

and flexibility. Pushed to extremes, territorial history 

could frame anti-intellectual defenses of ecclesiastical, 

historical, and legal tradition, yet in competent hands it 

embodied an enthusiasm for things both human and divine. 

In particular, territorial historians delighted in the 

discovery of an ancient England not previously envisioned. 

Developmental history during Spenser's day is espe

cially marked by the historian's increasing concentration 

on second causes. Wotton argues that utility is of supreme 

importance in English history except, as he notes paren

thetically, for the sacred word of God. Now as the Eliza

bethan historians attend in various ways to that sacred 

word, one must consider the implication of Wotton's excep

tion. First is the conventional notion that history offers 

an authority subordinate to biblical authority, and such is 
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the case in virtually all Elizabethan histories. If there 

is a growing emphasis on the individual's civic and state 

responsibility, no one is denying his duties to God. 

Indeed, Wotton advances the argument that history offers 

moral lessons in the same manner as scripture. This was 

felt to be true about works as separate in time and diverse 

in style as More's History of Richard III and Raleigh's 

History of the World. Wotton's exception, then, is largely 

traditional. 

At the same time it implies a separation of history 

and the sacred word, and on this point the entire revolution 

in English historiography depends. Once again biblical 

authority is not attacked; as Levy points out, "No one 

denied the preeminence of the first causes; instead, it was 

simply assumed that in a rational universe God acted 

rationally, and so the operating of the first cause might 

be taken as a precondition but otherwise ignored."'? In 

this sense, first causes are accepted as given and then 

dismissed. The writer is then free to concentrate on 

second causes exclusively. Lambarde is free to discuss 

matters such as historical accuracy regarding the origins 

of England without reference to providential interference. 

The historiographical revolution in England was 

hardly swift. One is not surprised to discover the relative 
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unimportance of history in medieval schools, given the 

scholastic mentality that "makes a leap," as Huizinga 

argues, and finds the relations of things "not in a connec

tion of cause or effects, but in a connection of significa

tion or finality."'8 Medieval "history recorded change in 

great detail, to be sure; however, as Fussner notes, "chron

ological change did not necessarily imply fundamental his

torical change."'9 That is, whatever the image of reality 

in the chronicles, that reality reflected God!s eternal 

providence either as it works out in time or as it becomes 

manifest as a sudden judgment of God. In fact, sixteenth

century chronicles still tended to stress medieval ideas: 

man's existence worked through the timeless rituals of 

Christianity; mutability in nature followed eternal cycles, 

and all lines followed predictable patterns, collectively 

in the general terms of universal history or individually 

in the specifics of stereotypical action. 

Wotton's exception of God's sacred word, however, 

is an indication that in Lambarde's time human change is 

beginning to be seen in itself as a thing apart, that 

progression of human events can be studied, verified, talked 

about, and to an extent manipulated. In short, chronologi

cal change ~ mean fundamental or causal change. The 

historian is particularly aware of his role in recording 
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that change. Etymology becomes a major tool. Camden, for 

example, understands he must Ifrescue from obscurity" those 

places "which Time had since involved in darkness by extin

guishing, changing, or corrupting their names.,,20 He also 

realizes his limitations. "Another age and other men will 

daily produce new discoveries," add to his own contribu

tions, and correct his errors. 21 That is, greater histori

cal accuracy is possible through a closer examination not 

of universal patterns but of places and documents. History 

that would record the peculiarities of a place, Camden 

concludes, is accomplished best by an "on the spot" his

torian. 22 

Because a modernistic historiography does not 

recognizably dominate historical writing in England until 

the mid-seventeenth century,23 territorial history, in the 

absence of a native theorist and pure forms, are often 

lumped with early Tudor histories. Consider the following 

compliment in a popular modern anthology to Hall's treat

ment of Henry VIII, certainly among the most vivid passages 

of that representative Tudor chronicle The Union of the Two 

Noble and Illustrate Families £! Lancaster and York: 

"Although it may be fairly lamented that Hall often betrays 

an ignorance (or neglect) of the political and economic 

forces beneath the glittering surface of Henry's own 
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court--unlike Florence, Tudor England never produced a 

Machiavelli or a Guicciardini--he was wonderfully sensitive 

to that surface."24 True, no English Machiavel appeared, 

and indeed one remembers Hall for the rendition of Thomas 

More's beheading, which is really no more than another 

colorful entry for 1535. Hall may be a step above the 

usual "partisan, plagiaristic, uncritical" and stylistically 

innocent Elizabethan annalists,25 and yet the medieval is 

still present in his work, only with a bit more flesh on 

the bone. 

In other words, Hall hardly represents Tudor history 

in toto. His Union appeared in 1548. It is true by this 

time John Leland had completed his own research for a 

general native topography, but in fact he never completed 

any of his projected territorial works. 26 More representa

tive of influential English history in the 1540's is More's 

History of Richard III (1513, first published in English by 

Richard Grafton, 1543), which looks forward to a modern 

historiography in only minor ways. Described as "one of 

the few unquestioned triumphs of Tudor historiography,"27 

it is, significantly, one of the two works praised in 

Wotton's dedication: "in our tong as well written as any 

thing ever was, or I thinke euer shal be, great experience 

deriued fro a proofe of two such things, as prosperitie and 
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aduersitie be ••• is rightly accounted" therein. 28 In 

the great experiences of Richard's tale, More examines some 

great men of English history in greater depth than do the 

popular chroniclers, and he does show some critical sensi

tivity toward his sources. Concerning Richard's alleged 

murder of Clarence, for example, More notes that "of al 

this pointe, is there no certaintie, and whoso diuineth 

vppon coniectures, maye as weI shote to farre as to short. 

How beit this haue I by credible informacion learned" what 

is currently thought of the matter.29 Nevertheless, More 

tends to see the life of Richard in cyclical terms, follow

ing the traditional pattern of "prosperitie and aduersite" 

thoughout. Typical of early Tudor histories, More also 

relies heavily on invented dialogue and at times on medie

val personification: at one point, Ambition becomes a 

palpable serpent in the royal family.30 More's history may 

illustrate how symbolization in history writing was becoming 

an "intellectual game"31 during the sixteenth century, but 

certainly More had not created a new historical form. The 

prudent view is the the History 2! Richard III succeeds as 

a narrative, essentially classical, early Tudor history. 

Thirty years later, however, English historians are 

beginning to discuss political motivations with regularity. 

Hall is already dated. A developmental methodology in the 
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territorial histories from Lambarde on variously mixes with 

and sometimes replaces medieval historical methods, and in 

fact that mixing creates a problematic background to Eliza

bethan historical thought (a background, by the way, com

plicated by the critical assertion that Spenser is influ

enced by a "scientific" philosophy of history in the View 

and by the more traditional providential philosophy in the 

Faerie Queene).32 

It must be noted that territorial histories are 

generally less eloquent than More's, certainly less literary, 

but more modern in their historical methodology. They move 

away from More's cyclical treatment of a psychologically 

complex character and from Hall's descriptive chronicle 

toward a developmental treatment of political and social 

causes in at least three ways. First, territorial his

tories rationalize an innovative national scheme for cho

rography on the grounds of utility--Wotton makes it clear 

that Kentish men will find it practical, and Camden is 

contemptuous of any who would not do so: "If there are any 

who wish to remain strangers in their own country and city, 

and children in knowledge, let them enjoy their dream.,,33 

Second, they grant special credit to the critical evalua

tion of human experience, Lambarde relying on one primary 

rule that people should "neither reject without reason, nor 



receive without discretion and judgment" (p. 61). Stow 

argues that if his historical summaries are superior to 

others it is because he always labors to peruse the 

"auncient records & best approued histories of all 
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times ••• to acknowledge both mine & other mens errors, & 

in acknowledging, to correct them •••• "34 Finally, they 

employ a quantitative method. For his careful research 

into the territories of Kent, into its physical and social 

dimensions, Lambarde is still known as the Perambulator, 

and Camden's Britannia (1586) merely extends the innova

tions of Lambarde to a chorographic reconstruction of all 

of Roman England. 

Territorial history's developmental bias also 

depends upon a sense that past and present cannot be mir

rored parts of a changeless England. The concept of anach

ronism recognized by historians as early as Petrarch35 

makes its first significant appearance in Engli.sh histories 

in the sixteenth century. Earlier reconstruction of past 

societies tended to be undertaken, as Barfield says, "for 

reasons of family or national prestige or as paradigms of 

human nature and human behaviour in general."36 With Lam

barde a concern for the past for its ~ sake becomes 

significant. History focuses more often on empirical 

reality with the usual effect being a tendency to see 
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increasingly earlier thoughts and accomplishments as 

increasingly more primitive. In effect, territorial history 

allowed a dissociation from the past that fostered a new 

sense of optimism about the present. Elizabethan patriotic 

fever arose contemporaneously with the popular demand for 

histories. Fierce partianship over the War of Roses began 

to fade; Englishmen, Levi notes, "no longer felt that their 

loyalty belonged to one or the other of the warring fac

tions but to England."37 With the rapid assimilation of a 

sense of anachronism into English histories the national 

past became a new field of study, interesting in itself and 

also offering Englishmen new attitudes toward change in 

their own time. 

If, therefore, territorial historiography tended to 

assume that man should begin his study of the past from his 

own perspective in the present, it also tended to use a 

methodology that allowed it to escape the hold of medieval 

authorities. In particular, the new concern for historical 

accuracy both strengthened and was strengthened by Reforma

tion attacks on ecclesiastical authority. Lorenzo Valla's 

destruction of the Donation of Constantine's authority by 

means of critical anachronism38 set an early standard for 

much of the pre-Elizabethan polemic over church history-

ironically, the reconstruction of early documents heightened 
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an awareness of anachronism that would discredit the authen

ticity of the same documents. Basically, that awareness 

helped to define Protestant historical limits for a pre

Roman church and for a medieval English church distinct 

from the more "contaminated" European version, yet it also 

figured in Catholic defenses of traditional documents and 

customs. Most important, from early on the territorial 

historians sought to make distinctions in events separated 

by time and by place, reconstructing the conditions that 

led to historical records and documents, recognizing that, 

to some extent, conditions are not always the same, and in 

fact anticipating the acceptance of ideas of progress in 

historical theory. 

Revising the standards of accuracy required by the 

new historical perspective was in large part the everyday 

business of native antiquarianism. Humanist work in philol

ogy and French legal history became a significant interest 

among English antiquaries at least as early as Leland's 

attack on Polydore Vergil, whose English history questioned 

the accuracy of Geoffrey's Historia regum Britanniae and 

thus proved damaging to traditional English history.39 

Lambarde's own Archaionomia, a collection of the earliest 

Saxon laws, obviously reflects Archbishop Parker's desire 

to reconstruct a non-Roman native history. Such studies 



made it clear that laws had individual histories, that 

unlike the medieval view of law as "eternally there, 

discovered, not invented at a particular moment in 

time ••• ,"40 traditional rules might be questioned, 

altered, or destroyed. Where the passive acceptance of 

tradition and active invention of myth and document in 

medieval history had led to an emphasis on the moral value 

of historical example, now a construction of accurate 

national histories freed of anachronism inhibited the 

medieval distortion of historical fact in the name of 
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universal lessons. Medieval practice allowed any fable for 

consideration in the French interpretation of Roman law, 

and the very freedom of that interpretation made the 

attempt to restore the purity of Roman law using philology 

and systematic analysis much easier. In turn, the recon-

struction of original laws eventually undermined the corpus 

juris by demonstrating its inconsistencies and inappropri

ateness for moderns. As the sixteenth-century jurist 

Frangois Hotman noted, French law students should not 

spend time on things 

which have neither utility nor application, and 
are ••• nothing if net ancient fables. Indeed~ 
it is almost as if our priests and monks were to 
teach their novices to jump and leap in solemn 
prayer because once ~~on a time the Roman Salii 
used to do the same. 4 
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In England, Lambarde's attempt to restore the purity of 

Saxon, and hence very early English, law similarly 

strengthens native tradition by demonstrating that Norman 

laws were originally Germanic and thus unlikely to have 

altered the basic Saxon-Germanic system. At the same time, 

the position of legends in English history writing begins 

to weaken. 

For the Anglican establishment requiring a new and 

accurate church history against the further purifications 

of reformers, and for the historian who desired to employ 

developmental techniques in a territorial scheme to con

struct accurate national history, the time periods imme

diately before and after the Roman conquest of the island 

were of crucial importance. Since Geoffrey's Historia was 

the only significant source for those periods, it was 

inevitable that the tales of Brut and Arthur should become 

the focus for the English challenge to traditional authority. 

Certainly much of the nature of territorial historiography 

is clearly revealed in this "sixteenth century battle of 

the books," as one aspect of the conflict has been called.42 

For the present purpose, we should merely recognize how the 

controversy over Galfridian authenticity classified the 

methodological issues in territorial histories and forced 

writers to consider the political implications of history. 



In the end the efforts of antiquarians and his

torians would establish an English antiquity divorced from 

legend, but during the Tudor period the Brut-Arthur tradi-

tion, like the French corpus juris, was centuries strong, 

and the political, nationalistic, and ecclesiastical pres-

sures to retain that tradition were enormous. In his 

Anglica historia Polydore's suspicions, based on negative 

yet acceptable historical argument--the uniqueness of 

Geoffrey's account--approached heresy, especially when his 
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efforts could not help but seem politically and religiously 

motivated. After all, he was an Italian rumored to have 

burned documents that may have proved the independence of 

the early English church. As Levy writes, "once the pas-

sions of the Reformation were aroused • Polydore was 

turned into a nefarious papal agent."43 Of course, any 

debunking of Trojan origins obviously increased the likeli

hood of Roman origins, and the defenders of the Historia 

were not wanting. 

In 1612 Drayton's patriotic Poly-albion retains the 

Brut tradition, but it is a decidedly reactionary work. 

John Selden's "Illustrations" of Drayton's history make 

this clear: 

I should the sooner have been of the author's 
opinion (in more than poetical form standing for 
Brut) if in any Greek or Latin story authentique, 
speaking of Aeneas and his planting in Latium, were 



mention made of any such like thing. To reckon the 
learned men which deny him • • • were too long a 
catalogue; and, indeed, this critique age scarce 
any longer endures an~4nation their first supposed 
author's name •••• 
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Two years later Isaac Casaubon dealt the hermetic tradition 

a major blow by placing the Corpus Hermeticum in the second 

century A.D., not, as claimed, in an age of Mosaic antiquity. 

Written in response to the Counter-Reformation history of 

Baronius, which generally accepted the prisci theologi of 

Renaissance Neoplatonism, Casaubon's De rebus sacris et 

ecclesiasticis exercitationes XVI (1614) has been called "a 

watershed separating the Renaissance world from the modern 

world.,,45 Selden's own History of Tithes (1618) is a 

notable English political history written along decidedly 

modern lines--establishing facts within specific historical 

contexts, making comparisons based on precise definitions, 

demonstrating the relevance of historical precedents, and 

accounting for chronological discrimination. 46 He is cor

rect to place himself in "this critique age." 

It is important to understand that the territorial 

histories demonstrate a similarly critical stance. In the 

Perambulator Lambarde recognizes that the essential problem 

in the Galfridian controversy is whether Geoffrey merely 

translated the Historia as he claimed or actually wrote it 

himself: "if the worke be his owne, it hath no more 



credite, then he him selfe (being the author) coulde bring 

unto it: But if he did only translate that, whiche Walter 

the Archdeacon of Oxforde brought out of Normandie, and 

deliuered unto him, Then doth not the estimation depende 

upon Geffray, but upon some other • • • that first wrate 

it.,,47 As for Polydore, "his forces must of necessity be 

thought to bee bent, rather against the veritie, then 

against the antiquitie of that writing.,,48 This is a 

singular recognition that an authentic document may not 

necessarily deliver the truth. 

Lambarde also demonstrates critical antiquarian 

caution with a warning about Polydore's negative method: 

if he shall seeke to discredit the whole worke, for 
that in some partes it conteineth matter, not only 
unlikely, but incredible also: then shall he bothe 
deprive this Nation of all manner of knowledge of 
their first beginning, and open the way for us also 
to cal into question the origine, and antiquities 
[of all nations]49 ' 
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Knowing that no ancient writer of nationalistic history has 

kept himself free of bias, the wise reader sifts through 

the "propre vanities mixed with sincere veritie" with judg-

ment and discretion as his guide. Lambarde's argument is 

not therefore a casual acceptance of the authority of the 

Historia but, "as I shal be enforced to use it as a ground 

worke of my whole frame and building,"SO a careful state-

ment about his critical use of ancient documents. 
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The significance of Lambarde's "short counsell, as 

touching the Bryttishe hystorie" is twofold. First, by not 

ignoring the controversy altogether Lambarde demonstrates 

its continuing importance to the Elizabethan reader. 

Geoffrey provided the only useful information for great 

periods of ancient British time, and to omit or ignore that 

information would be to create an uncomfortably incomplete 

national history. An urge toward reconstructing texts 

whenever possible often conflicted with an equally strong 

concern for accuracy, and Lambarde seems aware of the 

conflict. Second, Lambarde makes it clear that he does not 

wish to choose sides in the controversy, only justify his 

use of Geoffrey. There is a growing awareness among Eliza

bethan historians of their complex responsibilities, not 

least of which is to the political muscle their works might 

have. Lambarde is sensitive to his position as a his

torian: if he openly finds Polydore "incredible" on the 

existence of Brut and Arthur, then he threatens the evidence 

Geoffrey also provides for an emerging, politically advan

tageous picture of an English dynasty--neither Gaul nor 

Rome, Geoffrey recalls, could contain the might of the 

Britons. 51 He also risks damaging his own and his patron's 

promotion of Saxon greatness. 
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In his critical methodology Lambarde approaches 

Selden and not Drayton, yet in its attitude toward authority 

and the authenticity of Geoffrey, the Perambulation reveals 

the most telling characteristic of territorial history, its 

anxiety over tradition and truth. In his preface to the 

1607 edition of the Britannia Camden apologizes for his use 

of Geoffrey, realizing it is "rather suspected by the 

learned." He reviews the accounts of England's first 

inhabitants, liking none--"as one cannot help smiling at 

the fancies of the foreigners on this subject, so those of 

our own countrymen are not in general more satisfactory" 

(p. Iii). He would like to accept the Brutus legend if 

only to calm the antiquarian dispute, but his "regard to 

truth" obliges him to review those scholars who most dis

credit the Historia. In fairness, he asserts, "as often as 

I undertake its defense I feel the force of their argu

ments" (p. Iii). As most Elizabethan historians discovered, 

their craft rarely escaped controversy. Reminiscent of 

Artegall, Camden can only conclude that "detraction is the 

treasure of fools which they carry in their tongues, 

and ••• envy resides only in degenerate hungry little 

minds" (p. xxxvii). 

In any case, the historian can no longer simply 

repeat in chronicle fashion the exploits of Brut or Arthur. 
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Lambarde cannot set an actual king of the Round Table as an 

exemplary model of specific moral virtues. That he accepts 

the antiquity of Geoffrey without asserting the existence 

of a historical Arthur evidences his commitment to "judg-

ment and discretion," while his cautious mention of Arthur 

shows a specifically political discretion. The point is 

that he realizes the question "did Arthur exist" has more 

significance in understanding the past than the question 

"should someone like Arthur exist." Camden is as always 

politically cautious: 

I hope in such matters every man will always be 
left at liberty to form what opinions he pleases 
himself, and to relate those of others. For 
myself, let Brutus be accounted the father and 
founder of the British nation, I shall not con
tradict it ... (p. liii). 

Nor will he assert it with any conviction. 

In general, the English historical challenge to 

tradition owes a portion of its strength to French writers 

of legal history,52 although in England history remained 

less skeptical. Hotman's attack on the Corpus Juris 

revealed the independence of French from Roman law, and 

Jean Bodin added that because law has a unique history, 

evidencing periodic change, all laws should fit the people 

subject to them: different forms of government required 

different forms of law; even different physical environ

ments might occasion differences in law. 53 In England the 
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common law, like the traditional stories of Brut and Arthur, 

had been beyond doubt, beyond challenge;54 now the French 

example had demonstrated that national and in particular 

common legal history could be written with a new optimism. 

Laws would be released from past inadequacies for greater 

control over present conditions. Julian H. Franklin has 

argued that in comparison with modern standards the limited 

historical perspective in French juristic science in the 

sixteenth century created certain deficiencies: crude 

terms, naive examples, and a generally disorganized system 

of comparison and synthesis. 55 While territorial history 

in England, including Lambarde1s legal studies, may suffer 

from the same deficiencies at times, it was a form suited 

to the innovative French perspective. By contract, the 

dependence of the moribund chronicle form on traditional 

authorities made it incapable of sustaining newer visions. 

As new historical techniques began to call more and 

more documents in doubt, skepticism became a force in his

torical methodology. The question of whom to believe 

acquired a position of importance never before realized, 

and it was characteristic of French history to consider 

positions as disparate as a medieval belief in sources 

traditionally certified and a French skepticism approaching 

Pyrrhonism. In general, however, the English seem less 
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critical of personal bias, honest mistakes, asynchronous 

reporting, and common rumors, yet they do approximate 

French standards for judging historians, following Franqois 

Baudouin, for example, who will "believe with caution," who 

has a constant eye for forgeries, is sensitive to how 

authors acquit themselves, uses courtroom practice for 

historical "testimony," and gives proper preference for 

primary sources. Franklin calls this a "mid-skeptical" 

position,56 and it is typical of Elizabethan territorial 

histories. Rastell's traditionalist rejection of Jewell's 

attack on Catholic sources 57 is aberrant; Lambarde's cau

tion over the Geoffrey's Historia is representative. 

According to Fussner, Stow became increasingly skeptical of 

Geoffrey and other legendary histories; indeed, in a dedi

catory epistle prefixing his A Summarie of Englishe Chroni

~ in 1565 he mentions Brutus without qualification, yet 

his first order of business in the Survey of London of 1598 

is to argue that while the Brut story, emulating Roman 

practice, drew on divine origins for "greater glorie" in 

the foundation of London, Stow himself will begin with 

Caesar's Commentaries, "which are of farre better credit, 

then the relations of Giffrey [sic] Monmouth.,,58 Camden 

seems more skeptical: 



there is much disagreement about the name and first 
inhabitants of Britain, and I am very apprehensive 
that nobody will be able to come at the truth 
buried deep in the obscurity of so many ages ••• 
[the first inhabitants] are so concealed in the 
deepest recesses of antiquity, as in an uncommonly 
thick and pathless wood, that I have little or no 
hopes by my dilligence to recover what g~livion 
has so long withdrawn from former ages. 

Significantly, the Historia remains a point of contention 

throughout the sixteenth century. The territorial his

tories remain politically cautious about it, but their 

antiquarian respect for accuracy eventually elicits either 
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a denial of its authenticity of a "mid-skeptical" allowance 

for its authority and usefulness. 

The important point is that by century's end the 

Historia is being judged primarily on methodological 

grounds. The territorial histories routinely included a 

definition of the nature and range of sources, both formal 

literary sources and others (letters, speeches, paintings, 

tapestries, monuments, coins, legal codes, statutes, songs, 

epics, etc.); the scientific discrimination of primary and 

secondary sources; logical approaches to believability; 

tested methods for establishing antiquity and authenticity; 

and eventually the establishment of psychological criteria 

for determining bias. To the Elizabethan antiquary, 

political considerations in reconstructing a local and 

national past often came to be necessary though secondary 
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concerns. By the 1620's the Historia's authority is no 

longer a matter of serious debate among English antiquaries. 

Antiquarianism is the final, quintessential expres

sion of territorial history. Since Leland it had been 

recognized that any useful and accurate picture of present 

church or nation had to be grounded in competent study of 

origins, of the "originals." During the 1590's the College 

of Antiquities was a significant force in advancing his

torical research. Its interests were those of its members, 

who were gentlemen (except for stow) and mostly secular, 

including not surprisingly a majority of common lawyers. 60 

Rosamund Tuve notes the mixed vision of the antiquarian, 

"the backward-looking nostalgic admiration for the medie

val ••• and the modern defense of England's own cul

ture";61 these are territorial concerns. In an interesting 

reflection on the lack of competent writers of English 

national history in the early seventeenth century, Fussner 

describes the direction of antiquarian studies: "English 

scholars had begun to realize that only by advancing knowl

edge of particular institutions, customs, and disciplines 

could general historical knowledge be advanced. The anti

quarian movement therefore attracted the best scholars • 

,,62 The antiquarian basis of territorial history had 

narrowed the focus of history to man's local concerns, and 



thus, in Spenser's day, the chief harvest of antiquarian 

toil (besides an incidental enlargement of the field of 

popular histories--Warner's Albion's England, Daniel's 

Civil Wars, several editions of Holinshed, and others) 

remained the reconstruction of an English past through the 

accurate reading of its documents and in particular of its 

places. 
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In effect, territoral history in the English histo

riographical revolution is an exploration of a completely 

new native past that historians approached with the same 

energy, dedication, and sometimes credulity of Elizabethan 

explorers. Geographic investigation itself became a his

torical technique; like the lands beyond the Atlantic, the 

English past was taking on new shapes. Burghley's passion 

for accurate maps is matched in his passion for accurate 

histories. The acquisition of a Saxon past by Lambarde and 

Parker seems almost an act of colonization. It is territory 

the antiquarians and explorers seek, and it is a nearly 

modern historiography, a modern England they discover. 

If territorial history makes its last major appear

ance with Stow's Survey, the theoretical basis for a modern 

English historiography finds its first reasonably unified 

expression in Bacon's scattered writings on history begin

ning about 1605. Following ideas on civic histories of the 
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Polybian-Florentine model, Bacon believes that the utility 

of history lies in its realistic treatment of human actions 

and, as Leonard F. Dean argues, in its instructional value 

by use of "example and analysis in practical politics."63 

Historical realism becomes in Bacon clearly an "outside" 

realism of ·conditions, particularly changes in political 

and legal conditions--sixteenth-century continental his

torians are major influences; and the movement from symbol 

to cause that appears in minor shades in Lambarde has 

reached a new level in Bacon: "Above all things (for this 

is the ornament and life of Civil History) I wish events to 

be coupled with their causes •.•• "64 History has come 

to be located in the everyday act; according to Bacon, in 

"the smaller passages and motions of men and matters • 

[God] hangs the greatest weights upon the smallest 

wires."65 After this neither the random inclusiveness nor 

the universalist aspirations of medieval history are pos

sible. 

In the present work chapters 4 and 5 outline the 

appearance of territorial historical assumptions in Eliza

bethan poetry in the specific case of the Faerie Queene, 

Book V. Here it must be noted that Elizabethan history and 

poetry are related in various, sometimes complicated ways, 

and territorial ideas are rarely accepted in unmixed form. 



The territorial is often rejected even late in the period. 

Raleigh, for example, in asserting that it is "an impiety 

monstrous, to confound God and Nature," insists that the 

historian should not mix first and second causes in his

torical explanations. 66 His own History of the World 

(1614) is of course remarkable for its backward-looking 

providentialism. And certainly not all popular histories 

were informed by a territorial philosophy of history. In 

one instance, Drayton calls his Poly-Olbion (1612) a 

"Chorographicall Description"67 and does in fact combine 

geography and history in territorial fashion, yet the poem 

is hardly marked by the critical methodology of Camden or 

Stow. 
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In the sixteenth century epic poetry and history 

have especially strong ties. Despite specific parallel 

claims to moral utility, however, history's additional 

claim to truth made it immediately less effective--that is, 

the historian's need to offer authentic reconstructions of 

actual places and events restricted his ability to deliver 

worthy examples for the instruction of his audience: cer

tainly the historical Elizabeth could not be as virtuous as 

the poetic Elizabeth. Thus Sidney holds poetry superior to 

history. In particular, he would remove moral philosophy 

from history's domain while admitting history's political 



usefulness and its superiority in educating leaders by 

means of specific instructions. As Levy interprets him, 

poetry might inculcate in the magistrate the view 
that one action was morally right and another morally 
wrong, but it could not teach him to make a good 
political choice between a number of possible actions, 
all of which might bg equivalent morally. That task 
belonged to history. 8 

Sidney's view suggests that one might commonly expect ter-

ritorial histories to evince an empirical interest in 

causes not evident in Elizabethan poetry. 

Nevertheless, as the developmental sense of past 

and present began to be felt in the politics of sixteenth

century England, in a territorial concern with legal and 
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historical justifications, historical poetry began to absorb 

the perceptions and methodologies of territorial history. 

As the poet considered his own work politically instruc

tive, so too did he face the task of reconstructing the 

past. If he sometimes knows his fables are lies, he is not 

consequently committed to falsehood. He takes examples 

from the new history and with them, often, a new interest 

in causation. One eventual result is the emphasis on "the 

smaller passages" of men, on specific "outside" reality, as 

in the works of Nashe, Deloney, and Dekker. The typical 

Elizabethan result, however, is a historical poem or play 

not so much demonstrably unhistorical as it is uneven in 

the representation of historical truth within traditional 
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poetic forms. In the Faerie Queene, Book V, recognizable 

images of justice offer moral instruction not always clearly 

bound to the actions containing them, and yet, reflecting 

his roles as an actor in and an observer of public affairs, 

Spenser's work reveals his persistent concern for histori

cal accuracy. His specific debt to territorial histo

riography in his own View of the Present State of Ireland 

will be considered in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER 3 

A VIEW OF THE PRESENT STATE OF IRELAND 
- ---- -Xs TERRITORIAL HISTORY 

Spenser's View has the minor distinction of being 

perhaps the best example of the expository dialogue in 

sixteenth-century English literature. 1 It owes rather more 

to the didactic Ciceronian form than to the philosophical 

dialogues of Plato or the more dramatic dialogues of 

Lucian. Elizabeth Merrill has written that the expository 

dialogue in sixteenth-century England, lacking the "clash 

of opinions" in philosophical and polemic forms, does not 

aim "to elicit truth through argument but rather to set 

forth facts or principles or theories already existent in 

the mind of the writer . . . . To one chief speaker the 

writer usually assigns the task of expounding his views; to 

the other, the task of urging this person on, whether by 

questions or comments or objections.,,2 Her definition 

describes the View exactly. 

Spenser uses the expository dialogue and the 

methodology common to territorial history to describe con

ditions and especially civic problems as they exist in 

Ireland, how they evolved, and what should be done about 

60 
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them. Irenius becomes Spenser's primary voice, Eudoxus his 

well-informed questioner, though in truth neither speaker 

emerges as a distinct character, nor in presenting Spen

ser's program for Ireland do they emerge as spokesmen for 

specific policies that Elizabeth wished to pursue. The 

dialogue most likely does not shadow actual persons but 

instead discusses Irish events and issues; as Merrill 

noted, it makes "no attempt at the dramatic."3 Most impor

tant, since crown policy is somewhat criticized by Irenius 

(the View, though "a political document of practical and 

immediate intention"4 in 1596, was not printed until 1633), 

it is hardly official propaganda. Its subject is in fact 

the historical and political territory of Ireland. 

The best available evidence suggests that Spenser 

wrote or at least finished the View in the winter of 1595-

96 in London during his leave from official duties in 

Munster. He was seeing the Faerie Queene IV - VI through 

publication during this same leave. We can only speculate 

on the events that caused him to write the View at that 

time, yet conditions almost speak for themselves. Ireland, 

some fifteen years Spenser's residence, was one of the 

hottest spots in the lingering hostilities between England 

and Spain. For Elizabeth, according to her recent 

biographer Paul Johnson, "the Irish problem constituted 



what was potentially the greatest single threat to her 

regime--more serious than a Scottish intervention, or a 

direct invasion from Spain, or an internal uprising among 

English discontents. In the late 1590s the potential 

threat became actual, and urgent."5 The actual threat 

emerged with the collapse of English forces in Ireland 

following Tyrone's sudden victory at the Battle of the 

Yellow Ford in August 1598, but Tyrone had assumed the 

forbidden title "The O'Neill" in 1595. He had received 
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money and supplies from Philip the following year and could 

reasonably expect a new Spanish Armada at any time to help 

neutralize the English. 

In short, there was a major international crisis 

building in Ireland as Spenser set sail for England late in 

1595. Plagued by a series of ineffective Irish solutions, 

Elizabeth would have welcomed any responsible plan for the 

stabler governance of Ireland. Whether or not Spenser was 

asked for his views, his discussion of the Irish situation 

was in fact one among dozens; as Renwick observes: "Spenser 

would have been almost unique among his fellows if he had 

not produced his 'platt' for at least a province, and the 

View is distinguishable only by its greater length and more 

systematic development, its completeness, and the greater 

skill and stronger literary intention of the writer."6 



Though his Irish office was a minor one, Spenser wrote his 

dialogue not as a topical literary amble by a popular poet 

but as his informed eyewitness addition to the official 

debate over state policy in a troubled land. 

Spenser's reasons for writing the ~ were those 

of most territorial histories. The clearest statement of 

his intentions appears in the final speech of Irenius: 

Thus I have, Eudoxius, as briefly as I could, and as 
my remembrance would serve, run through the state of 
that whole country both to let you see what it now 
is, and also what may be by good care and amendment. 
Not that I take upon me to change the policy of so 
great a kingdom or prescribe rules to such wise men 
as have the handling thereof, but only to show you 
the evils which in my small experience I have 
observed to b~ the chief hindrance of the reforma
tion thereof. '/ 

Each point needs comment. First, that he has labored to 

show Ireland as she is and might be seems to ignore an 
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obviously strong purpose to show what Ireland was. Renwick 

argues that "Spenser scarcely hides the fact that he is 

less interested in Irish administration than in Irish 

antiquities," concluding that it is therefore insufficient 

to see the View as "a contribution to government in time of 

crisis."8 Insufficient, yes, but not inconsistent. As a 

territorial history with chorographic influences in evi

dence, the surveyor description or view of Spenser's 

Ireland would of necessity begin with the "sundry people" 

who settled and gave original shape to the country. As 



useful as Lambarde's study of Kent, the View might be 

called a perambulation of Ireland, drawing on the personal 

observations of Spenser himself and on the policies of the 

English governors of sixteenth century Ireland. Spenser 

does indeed delight in England's past, but he does not 

abandon his attention to immediate political and social 

concerns. A modern reader will probably find the passages 

of historical antiquity intrusive; Eudoxus, used to Camden 

and Buchanan, would have more of it, and in the View's 

closing words Eudoxus extracts a promise from Irenius that 

at some later time the antiquities of Ireland will receive 

fuller treatment. 

The second declaration, that Spenser is limiting 
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his discussion to the evils that he has found most powerful 

against reformation, should be well-considered against an 

argument faulting Spenser's attitude toward the Irish people. 

The View cannot be thought a mere discovery of the vile and 

wicked customs of a barbarous nation. As others have 

noticed, Spenser finds occasion to praise the country, its 

peasantry, and its soldiers;9 indeed, while he does find 

many native laws and customs reprehensible, he locates the 

most insidious inconveniences in the Irish government, 

hence reserving high blame for the Anglo-Irish and English 

leaders. That Spenser's work forms a brutal argument for 



the English cause in Ireland has little support in the 

text. Propaganda is not foremost in such passages as 

Spenser's incidental defense of Lord Grey at Smerwick; and 

while a fundamental attitude of English superiority and 

legal dominion over present Ireland is assumed, the refor

mation Spenser promotes always considers and begins with 

the welfare of the nation. His' is a colonial voice, yet 

the View is clearly less a defense of colonialism than an 

argument for an end to the miseries of the Irish through a 

reasonable course of governmental change. 
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As a dialogue the View particularly exemplifies the 

trend in popular histories of the mid-Elizabethan period. 

In her recent preface to Spenser Helena Shire calls the 

dialogue "a model for our modern form of communication, the 

interview on broadcast media between the specialist and the 

intelligent layman. n10 The comparison is apt. Eudoxus is 

a dutiful interviewer--he asks pertinent questions, 

expresses surprise and occasional disgust at unexpected 

answers, offers simplistic suggestions that lead invariably 

to detailed refutations, and praises the skills of his 

guest speaker. Perhaps unlike the modern interviewer he, 

and sometimes Irenius as well, keeps the discussion to an 

outline as strict as any classical oration. Irenius, a 

most persuasive speaker, explains what he has seen and 
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learned of Irish law, custom, and religion; he offers 

logical and demonstrably practical suggestions for the 

improvement of conditions. His voice conveys neither 

polemical zeal nor doubt. Above all, the ~ is a history. 

As one of its separate titles indicates, it is "Irelands 

Survey £r A Historical Dialogue and View of ancient and 

modern times ••• "11 that in territoriai fashion surveys 

the place of Ireland through its geography and history. 

Scholarly intentions also shape the dialogue. 

Spenser's antiquarian bent accounts for long sections on 

early Ireland, sections that demonstrate a delight in "rip

ping up ancestries," as Eudoxus calls it; and his historical 

eye continuously views the pathetic and often horrifying 

conditions around him in relation to those past ways that 

no longer function as originally intended. It is as politi

cal adviser that Spenser really commands attention. His 

radical metaphor for policy is medical: as a nation stricken 

by disease, Ireland does not need a physician to hack away 

parts or perhaps merely ignore it--"For were it not the 

part of a desperate physician to wish his diseased patient 

dead rather than to apply the best endeavors of his skill 

for his recovery?"12 In some instances he believes pre

vious governors too mild in their medication--in conces

sions to rebels who "come in," for example--and in others 



(in distraint, for example, the practice in which, "when 

anyone was indebted to another, he would first demand his 

debt, and if he were not paid, he would straight go and 

take a distress of his goods or cattle where he could find 

them to the value which he would keep till he were satis

fied •••• ,,13) he finds the treatment too harsh. In 
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short, Ireland needs "some reasonable way to settle a sound 

and perfect government," after the manner of "wise 

physicians" who do diagnose thoroughly the diesase, cure 

the body of it, and "prescribe a diet with strait rules and 

orders to be daily observed, for fear of relapse" or worse. 14 

Ireland, one infers, is a patient worth saving. 

In the manner of Camden or Stow Spenser relies on 

first-hand evidence in arguing his case. Making the reader 

see the tragic condition of the Irish state in the harsh, 

wild, unforgiving countryside is at the heart of Spenser's 

purpose, although his precise image of famine and terrible 

deeds among the Irish--of an eyewitness account, for 

example, of Murrogh O'Brien's mother who took up the trai

tor's severed head "whilst he was quartered and sucked up 

all the blood running there out,,15_-has sometimes made his 

position seem brutal, insincere, and inconsistent. The 

point remains that in the View Spenser is everywhere 



concerned (as he often is in the Faerie Queene) with 

geographical Ireland as he has observed it. 16 

As a view the dialogue is territorial by defini

tion. Fussner categorizes views and surveys together as 

common historical titles in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
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centuries. They are terms "recognized in law" originating 

in the practice of viewing and surveying land. 1? As a 

"comprehensive examination, discussion, or description of a 

particular area," the surveyor view was perfectly suited 

to local history (Lambarde's Kent, Stow's London, Richard 

Carew's Cornwall) and could be extended to national scope-

in addition to the Britannia Fussner mentions John Speed's 

The Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain (1611).18 Views 

often displayed modernist tendencies in pursuit of secular 

cause and effect and ignored, in their generally narrowed 

focus, the providential causation and cosmic scope of uni

versal history. The view is chorographic by nature, and 

Spenser's conforms to the type. 

Following the tradition established in England by 

Leland and developed by Lambarde, Spenser charts the terri

torial expansion of Ireland. He takes great care to illus

trate where the original peoples settled, and the subsequent 

distribution of the populace throughout the nation figures 

heavily in his outline of evils and cures. Strict regard 
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for physical territory marks each section of the dialogue. 

Evils in law (pp. 3-36) occur within the history of posi

tive law as the natives retreat from it into mountain and 

glen, then push back into the various countries and valleys, 

following first one then another tribal leader into tradi

tional strongholds in Munster or Ulster and creating 

intolerable conflicts between Brehon and official law in 

trouble spots beyond the Pale. Evils in custom (pp. 37-83) 

are traced directly to Scythian, Gaulic, or Saxon origi

nals, characteristic of the geographical sections settled 

by each. Customs in port cities, where intercourse with' 

modern nations becomes a part of society, are less reflec

tive of their Gaulic or Spanish originals than are Scythian 

customs of the interior.19 A major religious evil is the 

physical remoteness of some dioceses, which allows bishops 

to keep benefices under their control (on the reasonable 

pretext that "they have no worthy ministers to bestow them 

upon") and "purchase great lands and build fair castles" 

from their income. 20 And finally the foundation stone in 

Spenser's reformation plot, the planting of garrisons 

throughout Ireland, details the creation of secure market 

towns, enclosed highways, bridges, and especially fortresses 

in an organized way, county by county, in some instances 

site by exact site. It is significant that throughout the 



View Spenser weighs specific, important events in large 

part according to territory settled, commanded, taken, or 

lost, seldom concerning himself with personalities or per-

sonal motives, and never showing any desire to simply 

chronicle the times. Instead, he argues that the reforma

tion or recural of Ireland depends upon recreating Ireland 

as new territory. 
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The ~ illustrates a territorial historical per

spective and methodology. Spenser indicates his historical 

philosophical stance from the opening pages. Irenius 

reviews the fatalism common to those who have made Ireland 

their subject: 

there have been diverse good plots devised and wise 
counsels cast already about reformation of that 
realm, but they say it is the fatal destiny of that 
land, that no purposes whatsoever are meant for her 
good will prosper or take good effect; which whether 
it proceed from the very genius of the soil, or 
influence of the stars, or that Almighty God hath 
not yet appointed the time of her reformation, or 
that He reserveth her in this unquiet state still, 
for some secret scourge which shall by her come 
unto England, it is hard to be known but yet much 
to be feared. ( p. 1) 

But Eudoxus, his name meaning "good opinion," offers a more 

reasonable supposition: 

Surely I suppose this but a vain conceit of 
simple men, which judge things by their effects and 
not by their causes. For I would rather think the 
cause of this evil, which hangeth upon that country, 
to proceed rather of the unsoundness of the counsels 
and plots which you say have been oft-times laid 
for her reformation, or of faintness in following 



and effecting the same, then of any such fatal 
course or appointment of God • • • it is the 
manner of men that when they are fallen into any 
absurdity, or their actions succeed not as they 
would, they are ready always to impute the blame 
thereof unto the heavens, so to excuse their own 
follies and imperfections. (pp. 1-2) 
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This reply naturally excuses God and Fortune from blame in 

the present matter (though not in all matters), and in fact 

they rarely figure in the historical discussions that fol-

low. In one of the few references to divine intervention 

in the dialogue Irenius argues the civilizing value of 

education, and Eudoxus agrees that "nothing will bring [the 

Iri~h and their children] from their uncivil life sooner 

than learning and discipline, next after the knowledge and 

fear of God" (p. 150). As in other territorial histories, 

first causes are cursorily dismissed so that second causes 

may be explored. 

Irenius' opening statement is perhaps the most 

recalled passage of the ~, but Eudoxus' lines are almost 

never mentioned. (Providentialism has been a functional 

part of diverse readings of the Faerie Queene, and Eudoxus' 

evasion of traditional views can only muddy the waters.) 

Yet Spenser clearly stresses the need to learn from human 

experience within its historical context and provides a 

utilitarian history throughout the View. Eudoxus does note 

the despair occasioned by years of English and native 
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hardship in Ireland: "So have I also heard it often 

wished • that all that land were a sea pool; which kind 

of speech is the manner rather of desperate men far driven, 

to wish the utter ruin of that which they cannot redress, 

than of grave counsellors which ought to think nothing so 

hard but that through wisdom may be mastered and subdued, 

since the poet says that the wise man shall rule even over 

the stars, much more over the earth" (p. 2). One can 

imagine Cecil wishing Ireland to be sucked into a whirlpool 

as just punishment for draining reserves from Elizabeth's 

treasury: "the receipts [needed for the Irish campaign]," 

he once complained to George Carew, "are so short of the 

issue that my hair stands upright to think of it.,,21 

Again, however, Eudoxus makes the significant if presump

tuous point: men with foolish policies have created the 

Irish problem; men with wise policies shall solve it. 

Significantly, the View's developmental approach to 

current Irish problems is worked out mainly through legal 

history. In his Methodus ad facilem historiarum cognitionem 

(1566) Jean Bodin had argued that the study of human history 

was essentially a study of law: according to J. W. Allen's 

summary of the Methodus, the "character and manners of a 

people, the nature of their society and co-operation, the 

form of the government and the changes all these undergo 
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are all written in the history of its law.,,22 In the View 

Spenser limits his discussion to the positive laws of 

Ireland, which in the sixteenth century are never quite 

divorced from the laws of God and Nature. The political 

thought of Bodin and Richard Hooker as well assumes a basis 

of human law in the eternal. Hooker, however, is less 

concerned with the quality of current laws as he is with 

defending the essential goodness of the unified body of law 

throughout the universe; as A. S. McGrade points out, 

Hooker's scheme offers a more noncoercive, nonauthoritative 

form of human law than had been set forth previously, one 

that included a strong bond between the laws of God and 

man. 23 Spenser's discussion of law is much more focused on 

the quality of existing laws in Ireland, how men have 

properly and improperly used them, and on the nature of the 

force in law in a rebellious society. Where Hooker urges 

the maintenance of current laws based on their preexistent 

goodness, Spenser recognizes the probability of original 

goodness yet, emphasizing present corruption, tends to 

argue more readily for change. Hooker focuses on the 

ordered system of law he believes in, each law described by 

its desirable final cause. Spenser focuses on man's admini

stration of law, each law good to the extent it remains use

ful. The difference allows Spenser more than Hooker to 
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describe man as he really is--Ireland as it really 

is--without having to justify natural or divine expressions 

of law. 

Thus, Spenser's View surveys positive law, the law 

of man. Here too territory is important. As Hooker himself 

notes, "law-makers must have an eye to the place where, and 

to the men amongst whom" laws are fashioned; with positive 

laws especially, "to be every where the same is impossible 

and against their nature.,,24 In general, the state of Ire

land Spenser describes centers on civil disorders resulting 

from an unnatural development of law and custom. In the 

matter of accessories to felony, for example, common law 

held that "the accessory cannot be proceeded against till 

the principal have received his trial" (p. 25). In rugged 

Ireland the thief himself could become almost invisible, 

"being in rebellion or in the woods" or even slain, where

upon, naturally, a system developed in which "the thieves 

are greatly encouraged to steal, and their maintainers 

emboldened to receive their stealths, knowing how hardly 

they can be brought to any trial of law" (p. 26). More

over, the custom of keeping cattle in "bollies" created a 

society in "waste wild places" (p. 49) that made discovery 

of such stealths nearly impossible. Reformation, then, 

often demanded rational changes in law and custom, even 
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when originals such as statutes concerning distraint "seem 

surely to have been at first meant for the great good of 

that realm and for restraining of a foul abuse • " (p. 

32). While it may be "good" that accessories go unpunished 

when the "principal thief" cannot be tried, such a law does 

not work. Laws may be "good still in themselves, but 

[after a period of significant change] to that Commonwealth 

which is ruled by them they work not that good which they 

should, and sometimes also perhaps [work] that evil which 

they would not" (p. 4). A good law, originally useful, may 

remain good and yet fail to remain useful. 

The dangers Spenser worries over most are seen from 

a political perspective. The English governors of Ireland 

themselves are not spared, for their envy of one another 

proves to be a major cause of the "continual wretchedness" 

of the Irish nation: 

who cometh next in place will not follow that course 
of government, however good, which his predecessor 
held, or for disdain of himself, or doubt to have 
his doings drowned in another man's praise, but will 
straight take a way quite contrary to the former, 
as, if the former thought by keeping under the Irish 
to reform them, the next by discountenancing the 
English will curry favour with the Irish, and so 
make his government plausible in view as having all 
the Irish of his command. But he that comes next 
after will perhaps follow neither the one nor the 
other, but will dandle the one and the other in such 
sort, as he will suck sweet out of them both, and 
leave bitterness to the poor land ••• (p. 92). 
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Spenser's answer to such matters is the sword, not, he 

insists, for "the cutting off of all that nation. but 

by the sword I mean the royal power of the prince" 

(p. 95)--in the present instance, a Machiavellian extension 

of the lord deputy's duties into "more ample and absolute" 

power, and the creation of a lord lieutenant in England to 

provide constant supervision and potential support.25 

Naturally, the wilderness of the Irish countryside adds to 

the difficulties of governing territory far removed from a 

central authority. 

Indeed, Spenser is committed to a philosophy of 

historical causation not noticeably theocratic, even in his 

examination of the defects in Irish society. While Spenser 

often labels the native evils terrible, brutish, or barba

rous, he prefers the more objective and legalistic "incon

venience." He is occasionally pettish about Irish dress 

and custom, yet he never censures an inconvenience in 

custom on purely moral grounds. The otherwise useful Irish 

mantle is a too-easy cover for illegal prostitution; the 

native "glibs" or forelocks ("besides their savage brutish

ness and loathly filthiness") allow common thieves a ready 

disguise. 26 Indeed, even in religious matters, where the 

single inconvenience is not merely that the people are 

papists but blind and "brutishly informed" papists at 
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that (p. 84), civil disorders must be dealt with first--

"For instruction in religion needeth quiet times, and ere 

we seek to settle a sound discipline in the clergy, we must 

purchase peace unto the laity; for it is ill time to preach 

amongst swords • •• n (p. 86). Spenser, incidently, is 

almost alone among his contemporary observers of Ireland in 

not recommending harsh penalties for religious abuse in 

that country, and nowhere in the View does he discuss God's 

judgment in the world.27 As territorial history the dia-

logue examines secular matters first. 

It is safe to say that the English presence in Ire

land is for Spenser a political reality wherein the develop

ment of a workable system of justice and the prevention of 

foreign influences near English shores are of primary impor-

tance. His plotted course in no way recognizes the neces-

sity of an attendant religious crusade. Allen broadly 

characterizes the main division of political opinion in the 

sixteenth century: 

Almost all those who conceived of the Church as a 
body governing itself by its own organs apart from 
the State, held that the Church should have a con
trolling direction of all secular policy. On the 
other hand, all those who regarded Church and 
Commonwealth as but two aspects of one thing, 
necessarily placed control of ~§e Church in the 
hands of the civil magistrate. 

Spenser belongs, with Hooker, on the side of the magistrate 

and in fact reviews ecclesiastical abuse as an afterthought. 
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Reformation is needed, since religion "itself being but 

one" has been lost by generations of papist "trash," leaving 

a people "so far from understanding of the popish religion 

as they are of the protestants' profession, and yet do they 

ha te it, though unknown • •• " (p. 161). Yet the two 

passages that detail abuse and cure are prefaced with 

disclaimers: "Little have I to say of religion," 

Irenius says in the first of these, arguing he has "not 

been much conversant in that calling •••• ,,29 

Spenser cites only a few inconveniences: greed 

among the Irish bishops, an ineffective statute allowing 

English ministers first chance at the available benefices, 

the idleness of English ministers compared with the zeal of 

popish priests who brave "toil and dangerous travel ••• 

peril of death ••• and no reward nor riches" to seek out 

and "draw the people to the Church of Rome" (p. 162). His 

cures are also few and relatively mild. He would not plant 

religion among the Irish "with terror and sharp penalties, 

as now is the manner," but slowly and gently, through 

native ministers first. He would repair the ruined churches 

and appoint church wardens to maintain them, believing that 

"the outward show" of order and reverence will bring people 

into the fold. As always, the View returns to secular 

issues. Spenser's history of Ireland is a history of its 
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land and positive law. As such it remains constructive of 

civil policy rather than defensive of a divine sovereignty. 

Overall, Spenser's territorial dialogue must be 

considered part of the revolution in English historiography 

not only because of its developmental sense of the past but 

ultimately by its use of a historiographical method based 

on antiquarian standards. Spenser clearly dissociates him-

self from the chroniclers. Eudoxus points out that a 

survey of rebellions in the realm "should besides the 

pleasure which should redound out of your history, be also 

very profitable for matter of policy" (p. 20), but Irenius 

contends that such a rehearsal "should rather be to chroni-

cle times, than to search into the reformation of abuses in 

that realm, and yet very needful it will be to consider 

them" (p. 21)--that is, one must do more than create annals 

if a proper cure is to be found. Mere chronicles do not 

possess the utility of territorial histories. 

Nothing demonstrates Spenser's respect for histori

cal accuracy better than his attitude toward law. Within 

the medical metaphor Irenius argues that justice in law 

must recognize changes in historical conditions: 

it falleth out in laws no otherwise than it doth in 
physic, which was at first devised and is yet daily 
meant and ministered for the health of the patient, 
but nevertheless we often see that either through 
ignorance of the disease, or unseasonableness of 
the time, or other accidents coming between, 



instead of good it worketh hurt, and out of one 
evil, throweth the patient into many miseries. (p. 3) 

His message is clear: "So the laws were at first intended 

for the [re]formation of abuses and peaceable continuance 

of the subjects, but are since either disannulled or quite 

prevaricated through change and alteration of times " . . . 
(p. 3). The European idea that laws at all times must fit 
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the people governed seemed especially useful in Ireland, 

where the relative civility in English law often seemed, to 

Englishmen at least, inadequate for the comparatively wild 

Irish temperment. Spenser makes this explicit in a passage 

arguing that William the Conqueror was successful in plant-

ing common laws in England because he personally remained 

to "overlook the magistrates" in the execution of those 

laws. In Ireland, Irenius argues, the laws were "otherwise 

effected" and became unsuited to the people: 

for laws ought to be fashioned unto the manners and 
condition of the people to whom they are meant, and 
not to be imposed upon them according to the simple 
rule of right, for then as I said instead of good 
they may work ill, and pervert justice to extreme 
injustice ••• (p. 11). 

Once again proper justice in Ireland depends upon the royal 

power or sword: "for it is vain to prescribe laws where no 

man careth for keeping them, nor feareth the danger for 

breaking them ••• (p. 94). Irenius later argues that 

wholesale changes cannot be made at present to fit laws to 



the people,30 but he is recognizing the unique Anglo-Irish 

populace, and he does make it clear that laws should and 

can be changed where major inconveniences now exist. 

As the French historians had discovered, law has a 

particular history. Irenius recognizes that the common 

laws of a nation are rightful and just because "out of the 

manners of the people and abuses of the country for which 

they were invented, they took their first beginning . . . 
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for no laws of man according to the strait rule of right, 

are just, but in regard of the evils which they prevent, 

and the safety of the common we ale which they provide for" 

(p. 21). Arguing practical grounds for the law against 

conspiring to kill a prince, Irenius confronts the occa

sional conflict of rights in law, concluding that "better 

is a mischief than an inconvenience, so that Jus Politicum, 

though it be not of itself [always] just, yet by applica

tion, or rather necessity, is made just, and this only 

respect maketh all laws just" (p. 22). Two very important 

ideas are involved here. First, in the conflict of legal 

mischief, which is that harm done to a particular person, 

with inconvenience, that harm done to people in general, 

Irenius recognizes that laws are not absolutely just and 

that the corrective to a pervasive evil often creates legal 

mischief. Second, that the policies (jus politicum) 
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created for present conditions in Ireland are just only by 

application or necessity emphasizes the need £or critical 

judgment based on a sense o£ historical distinctness in 

law. Together these ideas clear the way for a system of 

law strongly identified with the concept of equity, which 

of course is crucial to the concept of justice in Book Vof 

the Faerie Queene. 

A seeming contradiction arises as Irenius questions 

whether judges ought to be the source of that equity. He 

believes "it is dangerous to leave the sense of law unto 

the reason or will of the judges who are men and may be 

miscarried by affections and many other means, but the laws 

ought to be like to stoney tables, plain, steadfast, and 

unmoveable" (p. 33). The last argument is often cited as 

evidence of Spenser's hard line; in fact, it responds to 

Eudoxus' suggestion that a judge is the proper arbiter in 

cases of distraint and concl udes the position that "it were 

an heavy ordinance to give death [as punishment for 

distraint] , especially to a rude man that is ignorant of 

1 a w • • ." ( p. 33). S pen s e r ha s fir s t ha nd kn 0 wI e dg e 0 f 

judicial inconveniences, especially in the graft attending 

a "great show of equity" in native Brehon law (p. 5), and 

if he does not actually anticipate the difficulties English 

lawyers would encounter in institutionalizing equity, he 
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does see clear and fitting new statutes as the best path to 

civil reformation. 

Also, antiquarian influences are everywhere apparent 

in the historiographical method of the View. Gottfried 

maintains that Spenser is, as Spenser says of Virgil, a 

great antiquary. In Spenser's mind, he argues, "the study 

of antiquities was associated with poetry of a high order, 

and more or less unconsciously he allows this collocation 

to go vern his treatment of antiquities in prose.,,31 But 

Gottfried believes the antiquarian passages merely ornamen

tal in the Vieli, as ines sential as the Bri tish history in 

Book II of the Faerie Queene yet with the difference that 

Spenser could make these ornaments into "the vehicle of an 

essential fancy" in poetry; that is, Spenser's antiquari

anism succeeds as poetry while in disregarding facts it 

fails as history--"the disregard of fact which nullifies 

his efforts as a prose historian is only the dark side of 

his poetic star •••• ,,3 2 In the scheme of territorial 

history, however, Spenser's antiquarianism is not merely 

ornamental. He believes a significant degree of historical 

accuracy can be had through painstaking comparisons of past 

and present territory, custom, and law, and both poem and 

dialogue, while they inevitably elicit differing expecta

tions about factual content, exhibit a similar antiquarian 



love of "ripping up ancestries" in search of a present 

reality. For present purposes, it is the search itself 

that matters. 
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Irenius' obvious interest in Irish antiquities runs 

almost like an advertisement for a later work. He is 

confident that "all the customs of the Irish which I have 

very often noted and compared with that I have read would 

minister occasion of most ample discourse of the first 

original of them, and the antiquity of that people which, 

in truth, I do think to be more ancient than most that I 

know in this end of the world" (p. 37); but, saving this 

for "some other time," he limits his historical observa

tions to those antiquities that affect his present argu

ment. In doing so he follows the antiquarian methodology 

used by Camden rather than the general "pictures" that 

dramatize the topographical studies of Leland and 

Harrison.33 Twice Eudoxus reminds Irenius of his future 

task, at first suggesting in the terms of the perambulator 

"how profitable travel and experience of foreign nations 

is" for the reader of antiquities and again in the closing 

lines of the dialogue. 

Spenser's obviously territorial scheme of reforma

tion is crucial to his political argument. If one is to 

sort out the problems of Elizabethan Ireland, one must 



discover the original Ireland where, it is reasonable to 

believe, law, custom, and perhaps even religion suited the 

inhabitants but, through "change and alteration of times," 

no longer suffice. Spenser's plan develops a descriptive 

history with the most revealing evidence, the laws as they 
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must have appeared in response to conditions in the various 

regions and times of Ireland. He follows the French in 

using etymology to locate the origins of custom. Changes 

in language and law are verifiable and signal measurable 

changes in living conditions, changes that imply a fresh 

perspective on the present. He employs neither medieval 

methodology (since for him the Irish situation is unique) 

nor a modernist study of the Irish legal system qua legal 

system. Present conditions--territory--remains primary. 

In fact, Spenser is aware that the historian must 

struggle for an accurate account of the past and does not 

hesitate to apply the latest means of exploiting new source 

materials. When Eudoxus complains that Irenius does "lean 

too confidently" on the Irish chronicler and bard, both 

notorious forgers, Irenius replies that 

unto them besides I add my own reading and out of 
them both together with comparison of times, like
ness of manners and customs, affinity of words and 
names, properties of natures and uses, resemblances 
of rites and ceremonies, monuments of churches and 
tombs, and many other like circumstances, I do 
gather a likelihood of truth; not certainly affirm
ing anything, but by conferring of times, languages, 



monuments, and such like, I do hunt out a probability 
of things which I leave unto your judgement to 
believe or refuse. (p. 30) 

It is to be remembered that Spenser, through both Irenius 

and Eudoxus, is a frequent eyewitness commentator in the 

dialogue. His own attitude toward sources seems very like 

Lambarde's dictum--"neither reject without reason, nor 

receive without discretion and judgment~ 

The use of a logical, critical method in determin-

ing the authenticity and authority of sources particularly 
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characterizes territorial histories. In one rather thorough 

example in the View Spenser considers the efficacy of Irish 

war cries. He searches for their origins, intending to 

locate and demonstrate a continuing Scythian or Scottish 

influence on Irish society. About one such cry, ferragh 

ferragh, Irenius suggests the name of the first Scottish 

king, Fergus or Ferragus. Eudoxus ridicules an earlier 

conjecture by Stanyhurst that the Irish were descended from 

Egyptians and that they called upon the name of pharaoh in 

battle: "Surely he shot wide on the bowhand, and very far 

from the mark, for I would first know of him what ancient 

ground of authority he hath for such a senseless fable, and 

if he have any of the rude Irish books ••• meseems a man 

of his learning should not so lightly have been carried 

away with old wives tales from approvance of his own 



reason • •• " (p. 55). Irenius closes with yet another 

conjecture, pointing to a similar Irish surname in the 

originally Scythian counties to the north. Here is the 

latest historiography: a sense of historical probability, 

a rejection of senseless fable, a critical evolution of 

sources, and an appeal to reason in historical matters. 
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I shall close this chapter with a final comment on 

Spenser's representation of the Irish people. It must be 

admitted that the View's many references to barbarous acts 

among the Irish, while expressing the dominant view of six

teenth century historians, do indeed reveal a certain 

blindness to the ethics of native custom. Shire suggests 

that in the Vi2 "we shall find no sense whatever that the 

Irish had a right or an understandable determination to 

persist in their ancestral life-pattern and to maintain 

their form of the Christian faith, resisting the presence 

in the land of foreign overlords •••• ,,34 Basically, 

Spenser shared the European view that Ireland was primi

tive, pagan, or both. Rowse has said that we should attempt 

to look at Ireland through Elizabethan eyes, and his own 

look suggests that, excepting Davies, Spenser alone took 

sympathetic interest in Irish society.35 To Spense~ Ire

land was not an evil land deserving to be lost like a ship 

swept into a bottomless seapool but troubled territory 
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whose customs and laws, many corrupted over time, were the 

visible expression of its sad history. His historical 

method had led him to a logical conclusion: if present 

Irish conditions could be traced to English and Irish 

abuses of the past, then Ireland's future could be improved 

by present corrections. History itself could be a major 

cause of Ireland's rehabilitation. 



CHAPTER 4 

BOOK V: JUSTICE AND THE HISTORICAL POET 

The impression conveyed by recent commentators on 

the Faerie Queene, Book V, is that Spenser was now a poet 

of flagging imagination, one who was, moreover, essentially 

ambivalent about human justice. This impression results 

from at least two causes, the first a tendency to read Book 

V rather too rigidly as prophetic or dynastic poetry, the 

second a careless application to Book V of ideas of law and 

justice expressed in the View. 1 The problem is obvious. 

From the perspective of someone looking back into sixteenth

century colonial history, the ~ too easily appears cruel 

and propagandistic; and when one juxtaposes it with the 

nobler aims of "prophetic historicism," naturally the poetry 

seems to fail in moral or creative vision: it cannot 

sustain dynastic romance and political realism together. 

No thorough comparison of the two works exists, perhaps 

because the philosophies of history of each work seem to 

differ greatly. In the present work, however, a study of 

the single territorial philosophy of history in both 

dialogue and poem suggests that Spenser is neither tradi

tionally enthusiastic nor radically skeptical about English 
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justice. While he accepts the workings of divine and 

natural laws in human affairs, his primary aim is to expli

cate human justice and, based on historical patterns of 

native law and custom, trace how it operates under Eliza

bethan conditions in England and Ireland. 

For many readers of the Faerie Queene a dark cloud 

passes over Faerieland when the legend of Artegall begins 

to unfold. They despair over what seems to be Spenser's 

own despair over mankind's degeneration, his own pessimism 

about the potential for human justice, and the lapse in his 

own poetic imagination. Dunseath stressed the need in the 

1960s to reexamine the received opinions of Book V, and his 

treatment of the moral allegory of Book V does mitigate 

them. 2 Ultimately, however, his thoroughgoing psychoanaly

sis of Artegall distorts the image Spenser constructs of 

Artegall as legendary hero. Even if one accepts the rather 

novelistic reading Dunseath proposes, the opening and clos

ing episodes of Book V, and several other passages as well, 

still offer a challenge to those who seek a sense of justice 

in Spenser. Michael O'Connell's study of Book V, framing 

the challenge in terms of Spenser's panegyrical purposes, 

represents the rather casual way that the ~ has been 

exploited for material used in arguments about Book V. 

Briefly stated, O'Connell's argument is that the Legend of 
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Justice is intended to be, as Fletcher has said, a prophetic 

account of Elizabeth as "an instrument of God's justice."3 

Prophesy requires the delineation of moral justice within 

the queen's legal justice, and yet because of the ~'s 

supposed ~ttitude' that "English law has proved not only 

powerless but of negative value in Ireland,"4 it appears 

that Spenser cannot maintain his faith in English justice 

and at the same time be historically accurate: as prophetic 

poetry, Book V must fail. Ironically, after using the View 

to substantiate his own belief that Spenser distrusts law 

and history itself, O'Connell argues that the ~, "written 

with purely political ends in mind,"5 is of little use in 

answering questions about Spenser's prophetic poetry. 

In fact, the historical View enlightens the issue 

of Spenser's justice more than one might suppose. One must 

first recognize that in no way is the View a condemnation 

of English law but in fact quite the opposite. Like Hooker, 

Spenser believes that only a small number of present laws 

and customs are no longer useful; in general, the proper 

adjustment of original laws of each land would be a sig

nificant step toward stable governance in that land. 6 One 

must also recognize that the View is not "purely" a work of 

realpolitik (O'Connell calls it a "moral bog"7) any more 

than Book V is pure prophesy. Obviously any serious 
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consideration of justice in these works must give the 

conflict of legal and moral rights in human affairs special 

consideration, yet it is a specious argument that assumes 

one must inevitably champion one set of rights over the 

other. In the View's territorial history Spenser's 

undoubted concern over the failures of English governance 

in Ireland does not destroy his faith in English common 

law. In Book V his faith in Elizabethan justice does not 

argue its perfection or its exemption from change or refor

mation. 

Even a superficial comparison of the View and Book 

V reveals that degeneration is not Spenser's argument. 

Consider, for example, how each work opens on a note of 

despair. The "stonie" age following the age of iron in 

which Astraea abdicates promises no fairer field than con

temporary Ireland, whose "fatal destiny" is said to be that 

"no purposes whatsoever [that] are meant for her good will 

prosper or take good effect" (p. 1). Spenser reveals that 

some of his contemporaries, wise in other policies, have 

wished Ireland to be a "sea pool" into which the natives 

and their problems should be swept, and one recalls the 

poet's Proem to Book V: men "form'd of flesh and bone, / 

Are now transformed into hardest stone" (2.4-5) and appear 

after the Ovidian flood (clearly the sea pool is no 
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answer). Degeneration, as Ovid says in the original, con

tinues even after "the stern justice / Of Jove's rage"S has 

all but eradicated rebellious man. Nevertheless, the pre-

vailing mood of both works is not of despondence over 

present conditions, of neither purely classical doom nor 

despair mixed with an idealization of contemporary affairs; 

rather, each work reveals the historian's confidence that a 

survey of past and present will be useful. The View is an 

official's eyewitness account of the stonie world in Ire-

land, drawing on its "antique world" origins for an analy

sis of how it became a world of stone and presenting a 

"fairer way" toward the reformation of that land. The 

Legend of Justice contains a closer look at the antique 

iron age from which Astraea has departed yet which retains 

some of the older brazen qualities and also offers a way, 

in large part Spenser's understanding of the Elizabethan 

design of justice, to deal with "stonie" England. 

Significantly, Artegall retains the sword wielded 

by thundering Jove to subdue the Titans. Its name, Chrysaor, 

implies the sword of royal power Spenser mentions in the 

View, and yet Spenser's representation of justice is formed 

not to modern standards 

But to the antique use, which was of yore, 
When good was onely for it self desyred, 
And all men sought their owne, and none no more; 
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When Iustice was not for most need outhyred, 
But simple Truth did rayne, and was of all admyred. 

(Proem.3.5-9) 

Actually, his claim is a quibble: ideal justice is of 

Astraea's time and forms the original of Artegall's concept, 

yet as the beginning of Book V demonstrates, times have 

changed. Men withdrew from virtue and 

likewise the wicked seede of vice 
Began to spring which shortly grew full great, 
And with their boughes the gentle plants did beat. 
But euermore some of the vertuous race 
Rose vp, inspired with heroicke heat, 
That cropt the branches of the sient base, 

And with strong hand their fruitfull rancknes did deface. 
(i.1 .3-9) 

The reforming sword of royal power is seen in this passage, 

but more important is that Spenser has located his legend 

in the exact historical time when civil justice would arise 

from a system of law created ab origine to fit the people. 

The stanza cited above tells of rebellion and 

reformation that in the View fairly define Irish political 

conditions. In Irish territory, in fact, most of the Irish 

"inconveniences" Spenser discusses are, in the Proem's 

phrase, examples of vice and virtue confused, where "Right 

is now wrong, and wrong that was is right" (p. 4)--Eudoxus, 

one recalls, is forever amazed to discover how good laws 

have led to corrupt practices. Irenius' antiquarianism, 

hardly extraneous to the View's argument, actually helps to 

clarify present conditions by reference to a time when 



Irish laws and customs were less perverted from their 

original designs; significantly, he recognizes within the 

legendary iron age of rebellion discernible facts of law 

and justice of less "contrarie constitution" (Proem.4.8) 

than the present. Both works, then, compare the present 

with that time when the history of human law and justice 

begins. 
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In both works Spenser's historical mood is one of 

optimism in the midst of civic reformation. Justice versus 

tyranny is his major theme, and this is specifically an 

iron justice. Speaking of the temporal iconography of 

Talus, Fletcher recalls that the iron age "inaugurates 

human labor and care ••• [and] human suffering but at the 

same time mythically it represents the time of transition 

to the beginning of human as opposed to divine culture."9 

Rebellion sets up tyrants in the first historical age of 

man in the fallen world, and justice in the shape of a 

reforming virtue is plainly required; as Hooker observes, 

"laws politic" are based on the presumption that man is 

"obstinate, rebellious, and averse from all obedience unto 

the sacred laws of his nature" (p. 136). For Spenser 

sixteenth-century Ireland retained enough of its rude and 

barbarous past to be fertile ground for a legend about 

justice; it seemed a stonie world where tyranny wore a mask 
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of legitimacy and rebellion was often presented as no more 

than proper revolution. Bacchus reformed "lawless men" in 

the East and Hercules "monstrous tyrants" in the West; "And 

such was he • • • / The Champion of true Iustice Artegall" 

(i.3.1-2) pitted against the "strong tyrant" Grantorto. 

The name means "great wrong" and in specific terms, as W. 

Nicholas Knight points out, the illegal possession of some

thing10_-Irena's kingdom, in this instance, and Ireland in 

the View: "there is now but one outlaw of any great reck

oning, to wit, the Earl of Tyrone" who, like others before 

him, acts as "an encouragement unto all like lewd disposed 

traitors that shall dare to lift up their heel against 

their sovereign Lady" (p. 96) and press an illegal claim to 

Ireland. Artegall, "no Fary borne, ne sib at all/To 

Elfes, but sprong of seed terrestriall" (III.iii.26.4-5), 

is depicted as the instrument of reforming justice in 

antique England, a legendary historical world, and of the 

justice of Elizabethan policy in Ireland. Spenser never 

questions the heroic model Artegall makes--"no brauer 

president [of Justice] this day remaines on earth, preseru'd 

from yron rust / Of rude oblivion, and long times decay, / 

Then this of Artegall ••• " (V.iv.2.6-9). 

Spenser clearly indicates that, as the View 

presents a plot for the reformation of Ireland, in the 



legend of Book V justice is essentially a virtue of refor

mation. At the beginning of his quest Artegall triumphs 

over Pollente and the "wicked customes of that Bridge 

reformed" (ii.28.8); at the end he studies day and night 

"How to reforme that ragged common-weale" (xii.26.4) in 

Irena's care. Concerning the divine aspect of justice in 

mercy, the poet echoes the medical metaphor of the View: 
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it is "better to reforme, then to cut off the ill" (x.2.9). 

Britomart reforms the territory that had been Radigund's, 

and Arthur remains for a while with BeIge after his defeat 

of Geryoneo until he is able to reestablish her rightful 

authori ty. '\IIi th one minor exception the word "reform" does 

not appear in any other book, nor indeed "rebel," used here 

when the rebellious Radigund angrily plots to treat her 

stubborn captive Artegall "not like a louer, / But like a 

rebel stout" (v.51.2-3); when Talus searches Irena's 

restored kingdom for all "that vsd to rob and steale, / Or 

did rebell gainst lawful government" (xii.26.7-8); and 

significantly in Isis Church where the priests abstain from 

wine that is the blood of Giants--Titans, the archetypal 

rebels--who turned to the gods and "gainst them did 

rebell ." (vii.1 0 .8) • 

In the View's dominant metaphor rebellion is a 

disease, and justice requires a physician who diagnoses, 
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cures, and then prescribes "a diet with strait rules and 

orders to be daily observed for fear of relapse into the 

former disease or falling into some other more dangerous 

than it" (p. 3). Reformation is both necessary and orderly: 

"it is vain," Irenius argues, "to prescribe laws where no 

man careth for keeping them, but all the realm is first to 

be reformed and laws are afterward to be made, for keeping 

and continuing it in that reformed estate" (p. 94). Nor 

should the strait rules of religion precede civic reforma

tion. Again Irenius: "if you should know a wicked person 

dangerously sick, having now both soul and body greatly 

diseased, yet both recoverable, would ye not think it ill 

advisement to bring the preacher before the physician?"11 

The creation of civil law itself is a later stage of refor

mation. Examining the iconography of Talus and his flail, 

Jane Aptekar discusses the iron man in relation to the 

brazen law-keeper Talos of Crete, Hercules as defender of 

Jove's law, and a specific English emblem known as "The 

Rigour of Law," and she concludes that Talus appears in 

Book V as both law and the power in law. 12 Given such 

associations and Astraea's command that he accompany Arte

gall, Talus is especially suited to represent original laws 

in an iron age transition from the earlier age of brass. 

Appropriately Talus begins to function only after Artegall 



has wielded his power. In Irena's kingdom, as Artegall 

studies "true Justice how to deale" and "How to reforme 

that ragged common-weale," he sends "that same yron man 

which could reueale / All hidden crimes, through all that 

realme . . ." (xii.26.2,4,5-6). And it is appropriately 

Arthur who restores BeIge prior to his destruction of 

Geryoneo's idol. 

Although Talus is often sent out to aid the cause 
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of justice against those who "rebell gainst lawfull govern-

ment," occasionally Artegall must restrain his iron groom. 

Talus drives the "raskall many" opponents of Burbon into 

the sea (xi.65.2) and sows death among Grantorto's army 

(xii.7-8), yet in these instances the course of law is 

stayed. Eudoxus addresses a similar circumstance while 

discussing inconveniences in the Irish courts. He finds 

that often injustice occurs when a churl is called for 

evidence and openly perjures himself ("his Lord commanded 

him ••• it was the least thing he could do for his Lord 

to swear for him" (p. 24), and he asks, "What remedy is 

there for this evil, but to make heavy laws and penalties 

against perjurers?" Irenius argues that harsher laws are 

not reasonable: 

when a people are inclined to any vice or have no 
touch of conscience, nor sense of their evil doing, 
it is bootless to think to restrain them by any 
penalties or fear of punishment; but either the 



occasion is to be taken away, or a more understand
ing of the right and shame of the fault is to be 
imprinted. (p. 24) 

In Ireland Spenser faces rebellion often and reports that 
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commoners do not start rebellions and are often forced into 

going out with their lords. By law the rout of followers 

that Talus pursues deserves the penalty for open rebellion, 

and that law is a necessary one; yet after the leader is 

removed, Artegall, "our judge of equity" (iii.36.8-9), will 

not enforce it. Britomart also restrains Talus. Having 

slain Radigund, she progresses among the Amazon's followers 

"her glory to partake" and discovers she has to control the 

iron man--"For else he sure had left not one aliue, / But 

all in his revenge of spirite would depriue" (vii.36.8-9). 

Hamilton is cynical on this point: Britomart's dilemma, he 

argues, is that "glory may be expressed only by living 

subjects • •• "; in fact, the legal implications of equity 

and mercy are foremost here. As Irenius observes, lawmakers 

must be especially careful about general faults or they will 

destroy the patient, not the disease. 

Talus is the key to Spenser's plan in Book V for a 

fairer way to justice, for the "right way" in which the 

iron man had been assigned to discover the redress of 

Irena's kingdom and from which he is finally recalled 

(xii.27). The View supposes the most reasonable if not the 
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only course of stability in Ireland is a unified polity 

based on the English model rather than the arguably chaotic 

tribal system of the traditional Irish. 13 Stability 

demands justice, which in turn demands good laws, only 

those proven by "the evils which they prevent, and the 

safety of the common weale they provide for" (p. 21). Yet 

some laws--Irenius discusses statutes and acts of Parlia

ment but specifies common laws such as those on kincogish 

and tanistry--have become "either disannulled or quite 

prevaricated through change and alteration of times" and 

prove harmful in the "topside-turvey" world of stone. 

Common law is "of itself most rightful and very conven-

ient • for the kingdom for which it was first devised" 

because it grew out of the "manners of the people and 

abuses of the country" for which it was invented, and it is 

precisely the historical role of Talus representing the law 

of an original English people--law hidden under the altera

tion of times--that leads the reader to the nature of true 

English justice. In a broader sense Book V's use of Talus 

in an analysis of historical law in legendary time also 

marks a potential for historical analysis of past and 

present societies with unique problems. 

The separate characteristics of Talus reveal condi

tions that necessitate the development of jus politicum, 
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the law of man in society or, simply, human law. He is 

radically invulnerable, "Immoveable, resistlesses, without 

end," and his iron flail threshes out falsehood and unfolds 

truth (i.12.7-9). Hamilton and others have noticed the 

similarity in Irenius' plea, that "the laws ought to be 

like to stony tables, plain, steadfast, and unmoveable" 

(p. 33). Talus proves himself worthy, withstanding an 

awesome blow from Sangliere, the bribes of Munera, the 

shape-shifting of Malengin, and the numberless routs of 

malefactors that attend rebellion. Arthur's reading of the 

"Briton moniments" in Book II presents an England that "In 

antique times was saluage wildernesse .•. all desolate, 

and of some thought / By sea to haue bene from the Celticke 

maynland brought" (II.x.5.3,8-9)--as Irenius says, "it is 

but even the other day since England grew civil" (p. 67). 

Spenser is stepping in a modern direction here, away from 

the Brut tradition in Geoffrey's history where the Trojan 

originals were quite civilized. The history in Spenser's 

Book II tells chiefly of tyranny, and because force and 

fraud are the main weapons of tyranny, naturally the law 

developed in response to the dangers they posed. Spenser's 

argument for steadfast laws arises in the ~ because he 

does not believe the sense of law should automatically be 

left to the discretion of corruptible judges when often a 
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strong law offers a quicker and surer justice. The ability 

of Talus to search out hidden crimes and execute punishment 

is never clearer than in the Malengin episode. So swift he 

almost flies, stronger than entire regiments, always vigi-

lant, Talus as law pursues evil in whatever illegal shape 

it takes and never swerves from his course. 

In Talus one begins to recognize in the Legend of 

Justice a sense of the inevitability of a triumphant justice 

based on the strength and basic rightness of law. Spenser 

opens canto xi with a comment on the strength of justice: 

If often fals in course of common life, 
That right long time is ouerborne of wrong, 
Through auarice, or powre, or guile, or strife, 
That weakens her, and makes her party strong: 
But Iustice, though her dome she doe prolong, 
Yet at the last she will her owne cause right. 

(xi.1 .1-6) 

When Artegall and Talus are recalled from the establishment 

of justice in Irena's kingdom, we are not to assume that 

Spenser reluctantly admits justice is impossible in human 

society (though a trace of bitterness at the removal of 

Lord Grey is in evidence); we are instead made aware of the 

nature of an English justice that, entire, does not possess 

the swiftness of law alone yet that does remain intact and 

inevitable. As Detraction makes her final attack on the 

knight and iron man, Artegall forbids the retaliation of 

Talus and "for nought would swerue / From his right course, 
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but still the way did hold / To Faery Court" (xii.43.7-9). 

The political dimension here is foremost, and Spenser 

speaks of those who condemn not only Lord Grey but Ireland 

herself. Detraction has committed slander, the poet argues, 

and yet better it is to suffer this mischief than the 

inconvenience a law to prevent such detraction might occa

sion. The important message in any case is that justice, a 

reforming justice, will "her owne cause right" in the end. 

If in fact Spenser discovers iron age justice in 

legendary Faerieland, he also locates the "state of present 

time" in both View and Book V. Neither work is primarily 

history, of course. In the Letter to Raleigh Spenser makes 

a methodological distinction: the historiographer proceeds 

in chronicle fashion "orderly as they were done" while the 

"Poet historical" unfolds his story out of things past and 

future to make "a pleasing Analysis of all." Similarly, 

Irenius does not ramble through the course of significant 

Irish rebellions of recent history "which to reherse," he 

notes, "should rather be to chronicle times, than to search 

into the reformation of abuses in that realm" (p. 21). The 

ancient book of "Briton moniments" in II.x, in form like 

Geoffrey's Historia, illustrates Spenser's ability to 

chronicle times, while Arthur's apostrophe to England 



after reading that book shows a humanistic respect for 

history: 

How brutish is it not to vnderstand, 
How much to her we owe, that all vs gave, 
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That gaue vnto vs all, what euer good we haue. 
(II.x.69.7-9) 

The philosophy of history in the "Briton moniments" 

should be examined in relation to the history of Book V if 

only because Artegall himself is, like Arthur, a Briton. 

Thomas P. Roche assumes Spenser's acceptance of "the Tutor 

view of history," one essentially nationalistic and provi

dential, and the divisions of universal history are evident 

in the Briton chronicles. 14 At the same time, Spenser does 

not simply copy Geoffrey. T. D. Kendrick argues that 

Spenser (like Milton) was an "institutionalist" about 

Galfridian material who reasonably admitted the possibility 

of some truth under the mountain of medieval forgeries; 

while making sure his audience understood his position, 

"Spenser clearly did not believe in the British History."15 

It may be that Spenser's historical methodology evolved as 

the Faerie Queene evolved. As Anthea Hume points out, 

Camden's influence is slight on the chronicle history of 

II.x yet major on the later View. 16 Although further study 

is needed, it is reasonable to suggest that the influence 

of territorial histories on Spenser is greatest in the 

"historicall fiction" of Artegall in Book V. 
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The historical poet may also discuss social and 

political conditions, the stuff of territorial history, as 

well as the actions that are the stuff of poetry (history, 

as Spenser says in the letter, "accounting as well the 

times as the actions"). Spenser's purpose is everywhere 

clear. He will instruct the reader in private and public 

virtues through Arthur's portrait, "in discipline / Of 

virtue and of civill vses lore" form them "to the antique 

vse" (V.Proem.3.1-2,5), and discuss defects in the histori

cal application of these virtues--evils, inconveniences in 

the law "both in the life and conditions of private men, 

and also in the manage of public affairs and policy" (View, 

p.2). In Book V human justice always finds its first 

expression in allegorical discourse, generally as "true 

justice" in Artegall and royal power in his Jovian sword 

Chrysaor, law in Talus (truth in his iron flail), equity in 

Britomart; and human justice, public and private, is indeed 

a reflection of divine justice represented in Arthur and, 

perhaps, iconographically, in the reconciliation of Justice, 

Truth, Peace, and Mercy in Mercilla's court.17 It is 

Spenser's specific, territorial historiography that pre

scribes human justice along causal lines in Book V and 

argues for the application of human or positive law accord

ing to the uniqueness of its historical orientation. 
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Correspondingly, it is Spenser's focus on contemporaneous 

dilemmas and injustices against the allegorical universals 

that makes his political arguments so urgent, so trouble-

some, and that urges so many excessive leaps into the 

historical allegory. 

It would be unreasonable to expect Spenser's his

torical sense so clearly territorial in its philosophy in 

the View to be ignored or overwhelmed by the philosophies 

of history in Book V, and in fact Spenser places Artegall's 

actions within uniquely Elizabethan times. Xenophon, Spen-

ser explains in his letter to Raleigh, is "preferred before 

Plato, for that the one .•. formed a Commune weIth such 

as it should be, but the other . . . fashioned a government 

such as might best be"; in the ~ Spenser presents a plan 

for Irish governance such as it might best be, and one 

might suppose Book V is central to Spenser's concept of the 

best English governance. In stonie times, however, one 

cannot reasonably look forward to an era of justice per-

fectly reflecting the divine rule of Astraea or backward to 

classical or mythological models for an idealized present. 

The laws of God, man, and nature cannot erase the condi

tions of injustice and rebellion: 

o Sacred hunger of ambitious mindes, 
And impotent desire of men to raine, 
Whom neither dread of God, that devils bindes, 
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Nor lawes of men, that common weales containe, 
Nor bands of naure, that wilde beastes restraine, 
Can keepe from outrage, and from doing wrong, 
Where they may hope a kingdome to obtaine. 

(xii.1.1-7) 

In praise of Elizabeth, poetry need not ignore the legal 

and political realities that make her geniune accomplish-

ments praiseworthy, and in consideration of present 

conditions poetry need not abandon the symbolic value of 

fashionable legends. Spenser looks in the old Irish 

chronicles and sees "amongst them some relics of the true 

antiquity, though disguised" (p. 40), a historically dis-

tinct time when laws suited the people and justice worked 

smoothly. That time is worth reconstructing in contemporary 

Ireland and, by Elizabeth, is being reconstructed at home. 

Spenser's territorial sense is revealed in his 

emphasis on political rather than heavenly causes, on posi-

tive rather than divine or natural law, on the civil admin-

istration of rebellious societies in both dialogue and 

legend. Fortune does appear after Arthur's fight (and on 

his side) with Geryoneo: "Alreadie seemes that fortunes 

headlong wheele / Begins to turne" (x.20.7-8), BeIge says, 

offering the Prince a wish that he "in heuen immortall 

guerdon gaine" (x.21.4). He wishes her to take comfort 

"which God now did send" (x.22.8); like Arthur's victory 

over the Souldan (viii.44) the defeat of Geryoneo is a 
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providential victory Spenser readily accepts, yet Arthur 

remains the instrument of divine law that justiciars may 

only imitate. Cosmic influences, though perhaps indicating 

actual tendencies toward good or ill, are like all provi

dential matters, coincidental to the poet's arguments con

cerning Artegall's allegorical establishment of positive 

law. The disjointed heavens that in the Proem reflect a 

stonie age on earth do not guide the political relations 

between men, just as the miseries of Ireland are due more 

to "the unsoundness of the counsels and plots [laid for her 

reformation] ••• then of any such fatal course or 

appointment of God" (~, p. 1). It is clear, then, where 

Spenser will be searching for causes of failure and success, 

for examples of human justice and mischief. 

He is strong on this point. Eudoxus, one recalls, 

points out the absurdity of men too ready to lay blame on 

heaven "so to excuse their own follies and imperfections" 

(p. 1-2). Artegall advances the same argument. When Sir 

Terpine is rescued from the gibbet and from Radigund's 

Amazons, Terpine offers a single excuse: "But who can 

scape, what his own fate hath wrought? / The worke of 

heauens will surpasseth humaine thought" (iv.27.8-9). 

Artegall responds: 



Right true: but faulty men vse oftentimes 
To attribute their folly vnto fate, 
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And lay on heauen the guilt of their owne crimes. 
(iv.28.1-3) 

"Right true" it is; heaven and the heavens can bring man to 

mischief. Yet human justice must deal with faulty men who 

bring themselves to mischief. 

The Terpine episode and the battle between Artegall 

and Radigund that it precipitates is the most troublesome, 

most misunderstood, and in some ways most overlooked part 

of Book V. The story is a relatively long one. It begins 

with the "troupe of women warlike dight" leading Terpine 

(iv.21.8), a scene Artegall observes from a distance, to 

Terpine "hanged by the hed" (v.18.9) forty-nine stanzas 

later. Artegall rescues Terpine, learns of Radigund's 

society, faces and deals her a mighty stroke in the initial 

battle, agrees to a single encounter (winner take all), 

takes pity on her at the moment of his triumph, throws down 

his sword, and is finally defeated. Later Artegall admits 

that "through his fault" (xi.40.8) in this episode Irena 

has fallen into Grantorto's hands: 

Now sure and by my life, 
Too much am I to blame for that faire Maide, 
That haue her drawne to all this troublous strife, 
Through promises to afford her timely aide, 
Which by default I haue not yet defraide. 
But witness vnto me, ye heauens, that know 
How cleare I am from blame of this vpbraide: 
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For ye into like thraldome me did throw, 
And kept me from complishing the faith, which I did owe. 

(xi.41.1-9) 

Yet how can he be "too much" to blame and yet "clear" from 

blame? Hamilton notes that Artegall "offers an excuse that 

he denied Terpine," that heaven is at fault, while Dunseath 

remarks that Artegall's personal confession here "under-

scores his new maturity"; others find Artegall's criticism 

of Terpine pompous and unjust because Artegall himself 

fares no better against female knights. 18 It seems espe

cially damning that while Terpine would rather die "then 

lead that shamefull life, unworthy of a knight" (iv.32.9), 

Artegall is "justly damned by the doome / Of his owne 

mouth" (v.1?3-4) in making terms with Radigund. But the 

contradiction concerning his blame gets no mention. 

The View provides a political background against 

which the Terpine episode seems much clearer. Spenser is 

quite outspoken about the incompetence of former English 

rule in Ireland. One recalls from the very beginning of 

the dialogue how unsound reformation plans had been the 

real cause of policy failures in Ireland and later how 

specific governors had failed: "the governors usually are 

envious one of another's greater glory; which if they would 

seek to excel by better governing, it should be a most 

laudable emulation, but they do quite otherwise " . . . 
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(p. 92). On a historical level Artegall's actions in his 

bout with Radigund represent the "faint" approach to refor-

mation that so disturbs Spenser. He has shattered Radi

gund's shield, delivered an almost fatal blow, and is at 

the point "both head and helmet to haue raced" (v.11.9) 

when he takes "pittiful regard" (v.13.2) and is soon 

defeated: 

So was he ouercome, not ouercome, 
But to her yeelded of his owne accord; 
Yet was he iustly damned by the dome 
Of his owne mouth, that spake so warelesse word, 
To be her thrall, and seruice her afford. 
For though that he first victorie obtayned, 
Yet after by abandoning his sword, 
He wilfull lost, that he before attayned. 

(v. 17 .1 -8) 

Irenius' explanation of the royal sword probably hints at 

Spenser's frustration with Elizabeth for her leniency toward 

rebel leaders and for her poor timing. Included in Spen-

ser's A Brief Note of Ireland are several instances of 

"tymelie redresse • • • aide • • • and provided aide" 

wherein Spenser begs the Queen to fortify the English 

position in Ireland,19 and in this context Artegall's 

speech about his blame for Irena's sad state seems clearly 

political rather than personal. It is urgent, critical of 

past failures (and by extension of Elizabeth herself), and, 

one notes, hardly attributable to Lord Grey. At the least 

it indicates the poet's concern over the "faint" practices 
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of transitional governors and their inability to recognize 

the proper uses of judicial powers. Historically, from 

Spenser's perspective, reformation demands a consistent 

policy of strength in dealing with leaders such as the 

O'Neill, and Artegall in canto v certainly exhibits the 

weakness Spenser fears. Artegall is indeed "too much" to 

blame for Irena being captured, for her kingdom being 

overrun by rebellion because of his lack of "timely aide." 

What of Terpine's fall, then, and Artegall's excuse 

of heavenly interference? First it should be noted that 

Artegall does not deny that excuse to Terpine. His discus

sion of faulty men is not disdainful but inquisitive: yes, 

sometimes men have sad destinies, yet sometimes they bring 

themselves low--"But tell, Sir Terpin," he continues, "ne 

let you amate / Your misery, how fell ~ in this state" 

(iv.28.4-5--myemphasis). Artegall will judge who or what 

is to blame in this instance. Nevertheless, he has some 

justification for suspecting Terpine's guilt in the fact 

that this knight has been held captive by a band of women 

whom Talus rather easily disperses "with a few sowces of 

his yron flale" (iv.24.6). Artegall is perplexed by the 

"proude oppression / Of womens powre" (iv.26.4-5) that has 

humbled Terpine; still, he is reserving judgment. 
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The answers, I think, to the dilemma are both legal 

and philosophical. As Terpine points out, Radigund forces 

the men she subdues "by force or guile" to wear "womens 

weedes" and endure "feeble" rations so they will be too 

weak to revenge themselves (iv.31), and those men who 

withstand her proud oppression are hanged. In Artegall's 

case Radigund has exacted terms whereby Artegall is legally 

bound to serve her should he lose in battle, and surely 

Spenser intends the reader to understand this point--Talus 

"would not once assay, / To reskew his owne Lord, but 

thought it just t'obay" (v.19.8-9). It may be we are to 

understand that Terpine has made terms as well, or at least 

Radigund has had him yield to her "observance," and thus 

may Terpine be legally bound to serve her. After Arte

gall's submission Radigund causes Terpine "to be attacht" 

(v.18.6), that is, legallY arrested. Hamilton argues that 

Radigund assumes Artegall's role as knight of justice at 

this point, but it would be better to say that she is 

exercising legal powers she, as a rebel, should have never 

been given; Terpine's hanging is shameful for knighthood 

but under the conditions completely legal. Irenius warns 

especially against making legal concessions in times of 

rebellion since they are so apt to confound later adminis

trations. Artegall's confession, of course, has a similarly 



legal tone. He blames himself for the aid "which by 

default I have not yet defraide." 
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At the same time, while the entire episode is cer

tainly not an example of human justice, it does detail the 

progress of justice delayed that Spenser discusses at the 

opening of canto xi. The delay, the entire Terpine episode, 

is due to heaven's fatal course. Artegall suspects Ter

pine's fall has happened "by heauens hard direction" 

(iv.26.7); Terpine says that is so (iv.27) and hopes Arte

gall "will not turne misfortune to my blame" (iv.28.9). 

Evidently Terpine's tale of Radigund is satisfactory evi

dence to Artegall, who requests him to follow "that ye may 

see and know, / How Fortune will your ruin'd name repair / 

And Knights of Maidenhead, whose praise she would empaire" 

(iv.34.7-9). Radigund resolves to fight Artegall one on 

one "To try her Fortune, and his force essay" (iv.47.7); 

the crowd circles about them, "Wayting, how Fortune would 

resolue that daungerous dout" (v.5.9). And finally, Arte

gall bettered, "Terpine borne to'a more vnhappy howre, / As 

he, on whom the luckless starres did lower, / She caused to 

be attacht" and hanged (v.18.4-6,9). Terpine is doomed 

from the time he succumbs to Radigund. Artegall, however, 

is partially doomed out of "his owne mouth," and he is 

clearly wrong to assume fortune would restore Terpine and 
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the knight to their former status. Yet he is a victim of 

fortune: the "signes of feature excellent: / Like as the 

Moone" (v.12.7-8) in Radigund's face that lead him to pity 

her cause him to throw down his sword. Fletcher recalls 

Spenser's repeated identification of Radigund with Fortune 

and the Moon and concludes that "Artegall's submission to 

her is Fortune's victory.,,20 Thus Artegall, admittedly 

"too much" to blame in making terms with Radigund and hence 

in delaying his appearance in Irena's kingdom, understands 

that "ye heauens" are also to blame. Fortune alone accounts 

for the pity that naturally pierces his heart at the moment 

of victory and keeps him from "complishing the faith" he 

owes Irena, from overthrowing the usurping rebel Grantorto, 

which is this knight's first duty. 

Fortune and providence are generally at work out

side the examples of human justice in Book V. Ragidund, 

one observes, is in violation of the neutral law concerning 

female sovereignty, and ironically Artegall fails to bring 

her to justice because of his own natural instincts. 

Against the female knight he does not rely on Talus, the 

force of law, but on fortune. In one other instance, the 

Mercilla episode, Artegall in a sense journeys outside the 

sphere of human justice in Faerieland to be instructed in 

the ways of mercy. There can be no doubt Elizabeth is 
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shadowed in Mercilla, and historically Duessa's trial sug

gests the trial of Mary, queen of Scots. The episode 

addresses itself not merely to the specifics of that trial 

of 1587; it also illustrates the nature of mercy in rela

tion to justice, an especially crucial subject for a refor

mation society that abounds with merciless tyrants. In 

Mercilla's palace, however, we are in the presence of the 

divine, and naturally Artegall is eager to observe the 

eternal basis of his own human occupation. 

One must also consider Spenser's less allegorical 

view of Elizabeth. His role as political commentator in 

the View and Brief Note is never more clear than in his 

references to the queen. He is guided in his arguments to 

her by two beliefs: that Ireland is to her "your owne iuste 

and heritable dominion" (BN,1.32) and that her first duty 

there is to rule by "gloriouse example of mercie and Clem

encie" (BN,1.225)--indeed, when it comes to her poor sub

jects, she is "by nature full of mercy and clemency •.• " 

(View, p. 105). He is especially concerned with legal and 

military "inconveniences" in Ireland that have cost her 

dearly (in "charge," "perill," and "tyme"),21 notably in 

the corruption of Irish courts; in the perversion of English 

law inherent in the system of tanistry, whereby legal 

grants are lost to the crown (View, pp. 149-50), attainted 
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lands with their financial profits and loyal subjects are 

withheld (p. 23), and rents are lost to fugitives and 

religious miscreants abroad by feoffment (pp. 28-9,163); 

and in the infamous graft of the English captainry 

(pp.97,110) along with the bad reputation created by idle 

soldiers under the ongoing cessing system (p. 80). Spenser 

approaches these problems with an eye to demonstrating the 

advantages of his political scheme, showing Her Majesty how 

profitable a properly run garrisoned Ireland would be, 

demonstrating in great detail a rational use of military 

manpower and system of rents that would greatly ease the 

burden on the royal treasury. Ireland is Elizabeth's, he 

argues, by ancient right; land legally hers has been stolen, 

and she wants only the "order of English laws" (p. 150) to 

prevail. 

Elizabeth's attitude is extremely important because 

Spenser's Ireland is again poised for rebellion. Irenius 

paints the Irish with "ears upright," (p. 94) waiting only 

a signal--the death of Ormond, he suggests, or more likely 

an ineffective response to Tyrone. It is in fact Tyrone 

who will test Elizabeth's sovereignty in Ireland, who will 

test her judgement as the royal representative of mercy. 

He has cost her already: 

the Queene's treasure spent, her people wasted, 
the poor country troubled, and the enemy nevertheless 



brought into no more subjection than he was ••• a 
scorn of her power, and emboldening of a proud 
rebel, and an encouragement unto all like lewd 
disposed traitors that shall dare to lift up 
their heel against their soverign Lady. {po 96) 

Spenser knows how difficult it is to ask Elizabeth to 

provide the funds necessary for a thorough reformation 

Ireland, but the need is great and the troubles so long 

enduring that he is certain it is the right course (p. 
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In these specific circumstances of the mid-nineties, 

then, mercy and clemency seem unjustified. Spenser is 

critical of the queen's record with Tyrone, who has offered 

to 'come in "diverse times already, but it is without any 

intent of true submission," who in fact will not come in 

because there is "set before his eyes the hope of a king

dom" encouraged by Philip and by "great faintness in Her 

Majesty's withstanding him ••• " (p. 112). Tyrone, more-

over, once the "most outcast of all the O'Neals," was 

"lifted up by Her Majesty out of the dust" (p. 114), 

actually set up to counter the challenge of the former 

O'Neill rebel. 22 Tyrone finds himself in the enviable 

position of a gamester who "borroweth of his next fellow 

gamester that is the most winner" and then "shortly thereby 

winneth all from the winner" (p. 113). Spenser's fear over 

this bit of foreign policy remains understandable. 
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Thus it is precisely the fact that Elizabeth has 

been too merciful that concerns Spenser. Describing the 

terrible famine that had attended recent battles in 

Ireland, Irenius suggests that the Irish might in fact 

defeat themselves if the English were to hasten the end of 

open conflict and to end the foolish policies that had 

previously lent unintended support to notorious rebels. 

Eudoxus replies that at any time should the wretched condi

tion of the Irish be "feelingly presented" to Elizabeth, 

being by nature full of mercy and clemency, who is 
most inclinable to such pitiful complaints, and will 
not endure to hear such tragedies made of her people 
and poor subjects, as some about her may insinuate, 
then she perhaps for very compassion of such 
calamities, will not only stop the stream of such 
violence and return to her wonted mildness, but also 
con them little thanks which have been the authors 
and counsellors of such bloody platforms. (pp. 105-06) 

It was Grey's fate, of course, to be attacked--unfairly, 

Spenser argues--for pursuing a bloody policy, the attack 

unfortunately coming at a time when he was close to accom

plishing "what Her Majesty would ••. " (p. 106). Spenser 

fears Elizabeth's temporizing about Tyrone: 

through tolleracion and too much temporizing the 
euill is spread into all parts of the Realme and 
growne is so vniuersall a contagion that nothing 
but a most violent medecyne will serue to recouer 
yt ••• if your highnesse will dispose your selfe 
to be inclined to any such milder dealing with 
them or to temporiz any longer with pardons and 
proteccions as hath bene done by your gouernours 
here then we humbly beseech your Maistie to call 
vs your poore subiectes alltogether away from 



hence that at least we may die in our Countrie 
and not see the horrable calamities w~~ch will 
thereby come vpon all this land • • • 

Burbon, one recalls, is ready to play Elizabeth's role in 
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this respect. He can change shields as he desires, for "To 

temporize is not from truth to swerue" (xi.56.); nor is 

accepting terms when forced into them by adverse conditions 

untruthful. Artegall calls Burbon's action forgery, "Under 

one hood to shadow faces twaine" (xi.56.?). 

What bearing, then, does Spenser's argument have on 

the representation of mercy and Elizabeth pictured in Mer-

cilIa? Does the poet condemn that "heyre of ancient kings 

/ And mightie Conquerors" (ix.29.?-8) for her handling of 

Duessa-Mary? Considering the traditional relation of mercy 

to justice, Hamilton notes that in canto x, "Spenser gives 

short shrift to the philosophical debate and turns to what 

he knows to be true": 

Some Clarkes doe doubt in their deuicefull art, 
Whether this heauenly thing, whereof I treat, 
To weeten Mercie, be of Iustice part, 
Or drawne forth from her by diuine extreate. 
This well I wrote, that sure she is as great, 
And meriteth to haue as high a place, 
Sith in th'Almighties euerlasting seat 
She first was bred, and borne of heauenly race; 

From thence pour'd down on men, by influence of grace. 
(x.1 .1 -9) 

Even if mercy is only a part of justice, that part is not 

lesser for it. Spenser in fact seems to locate mercy 

outside and above justice. Artegall and Arthur as 
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representatives of justice are spoken of as "stranger 

knights" throughout their stay at Mercilla's court: the 

brightness of the pallace "daz'd the strange beholders eye" 

(ix.21.9); at the entrace these brighly clad warriors are 

"Str~unge there to see" (24.3); "Those two strange Knights" 

(34.2,35.6) are brought to Mercilla's presence and make 

homage to her; and "When these two stranger knights arriv'd 

in place" (36.2), she is conducting Duessa's trial. Sig-

nificantly, she invites them to witness the trial as if it 

were being held "in forrain land • •• " (37.5). To knights 

of human justice it is indeed foreign, where 

Ne euer was the name of warre there spoken, 
But iouous peace and quietness alway, 
Dealing iust iudgments, that mote not be broken 

For any brybes, or threates of any to be wroken. 
(24.6-9) 

In a sense the knights find themselves not in Faerieland 

proper, nor any court of English justice, whose force may 

be figured in the "huge great Lyon" that lies shackled at 

Mercilla's feet (33.4). Recalling Artegall's admonition to 

the Gyant--"But in the mind the doome of right must bee" 

(ii.47.6)--I suspect the court and Duessa's trial may well 

illustrate the mental process of soverign mercy not unlike 

the illustration of temperance in Alma's castle in the same 

canto of Book II.24 The point, however, is that Artegall 
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is an observer only; he has stepped out of his jus politi

~ jurisdiction. 

In other words, Artegall remains "our iudge of 

equity," (iii.36.7) which describes his role in law, while 

Mercilla exercises mercy, the divine and royal virtue to 

which human equity corresponds. Many interpreters of the 

Mercilla episode have found little distinction between the 

two concepts: William Nelson--"Since it deals with indi

viduals rather than with codified abstractions equity may 

be understood as the legal equivalent of the quality of 

mercy .•.. "; Angus Fletcher--"Mercy is the form taken by 

equity at the Court of Mercilla •••• "; Michael O'Connell-

Mercilla "embodies equity in accord with law.,,25 Indeed, 

mercy and equity are interchangeable terms in respect to 

their softening of the harsh rule of law; Spenser, however, 

is careful to mark off from justice, including "that part 

of Iustice, which is Equity" (vii.3.4), the divine and 

moral function of mercy as the proper attribute of princes. 

Iconographically, mercy is a "heauenly thing" sent to rulers 

"by influence of grace" by God while equity remains more an 

expresson of human judgment. Mercilla's throne is covered 

by an angelic cloth of state and surrounded by celestial 

virgins, her praise requires a heavenly muse (x.3.3), and 

her ultimate superiority, the elevation of mercy over 
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justice, arises from that divine gift for saving the sub

ject, saving him for reformation rather than subjecting him 

to a strictly legal penalty. The marriage of common law to 

equity figured in Britomart's dream thus reflects the rela-

tionship of divine law to mercy in Mercilla's court, each 

relationship necessary to the reformation of Ireland, as 

Irenius' persistent medical metaphor indicates. 26 If the 

simple justice expressed solely in common law is so great 

that "to preserue inuiolated right" it risks spilling the 

principal to save the part, 

So much more then is that of powre and art, 
That seekes to saue the subject of her skill, 
Yet heuer doth from doome of right depart: 
As it is greater prayse to saue, then spill, 

And better to reforme, then to cut off the ill. 
(x.2.5-9) 

True, a merciful act may be an equitable one, but an equi-

table act is merely right and not necessarily merciful. 

Above all, the picture of Mercilla (including Eliza

beth's treatment of Mary in the allegory) that closes canto 

ix is a consistent example of mercy as a virtue belonging 

specifically to the Prince. Donald V. Stump makes a case 

for Mercilla's court as the philosophical center of Book V 

by contrasting the lessons of a "pagan" equity taught to 

Britomart in Isis Chruch with the lessons of Christian 

mercy taught to Artegall by Mercilla. He points out that 

the ideal Christian monarch, who naturally exhibits the 
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divine quality of mercy, would extend mercy only to defend

ants involved in crimes against the monarch. 27 Thus 

Hercilla's protection of Duessa is not surprising, nor 

should we be disturbed that that protection lasts only 

"Till strong constraint did her thereto enforce" (x.4.6). 

In the historical allegory Mary's execution proves necessary 

because by custom Elizabeth may only continue her merciful 

course if Mary were to repent and ask forgiveness, which 

Mary had no desire to do. 28 Artegall, notes Spenser, would 

not have been so kind--"with constant firme intent, / For 

zeale of Iustice [he] was against her bent" (ix.49.4-5). 

His reaction reflects that of the View's practical justi

ciar. According to Irenius, statutes of treason would in 

exceptional circumstances rightly punish the thought of 

those who "devise or propose" death to the monarch, although 

legal "mischief" would be one result.29 Duessa had damned 

herself with actions as well as thoughts, and Artegall 

naturally considers the "inconvenience" of open conspiracy 

intolerable. Elizabeth-Mercilla, however, understands the 

implications of a royal execution, legal or not; in real

ity, Elizabeth simply may have feared for her reputation or 

wished to avoid a violent reaction to the execution by 

opposing political factions, yet there is evidence that she 

struggled against the legal forces necessitating Mary's 
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death.3D In any case, the two stranger knights remain to 

witness "Royal examples of her mercies rare, / And worthie 

paterns of her clemencies" (x.5.6-7) and leave this foreign 

land satisfied: there has been no unwarranted temporizing. 

A queen has been exceptionally merciful yet mindful that 

justice requires harsh medicine when great rebels have 

proven their unregeneracy. 

The world of Book V outside of Mercilla's court is 

in fact ruled by jus politicum, though not without signifi

cant rumblings of fortune and providence. In the Pollente 

and Munera episode Spenser creates a legend that demon

strates the triumph of civilized governance over a society 

based on misused power and money. Although no specific 

persons seem intended on a historical level, it is easy to 

imagine Spenser commenting on current issues: conflicting 

laws of private property and public rights of way, the 

danger of private monopolies of toll bridges, and perhaps 

the strategic importance of bridges as mentioned in the 

View--Irenius would have "bridges built upon all rivers, 

and all the fords marred and spilt, so as none might pass 

any other ways but by those bridges" (p. 164), and so 

"night stealths" especially might be better detected. It 

is a misuse of this control that in part describes 

Pollente's "narrow, but exceeding long" (ii.7.7) bridge. 
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In specific, when Artegall and Talus approach, they 

are asked for passage money "According to the custome of 

their [Pollente's and Munera's] law" (ii.11.7)--that is, 

the bridge is operated under legal pretence. That theirs 

is actually "outhyred" justice is symbolized in Munera's 

silver feet and golden hands, "which sought vnrighteous-

nesse, and justice sold • •• " (ii.26.8). Pollente has 

strength and experience on his side; he knows where all the 

trap doors are and counts on surprise to help him overcome 

and "take the spoil" (ii.9.1) of unwary travellers, yet he 

proves no match for Chrysaor. Bribery is Munera's weapon, 

which naturally makes little impression on legalistic Talus 

(ii.23-24). This episode concludes with the destruction of 

Munera's castle, its expulsion from the memory of all 

nations, and the reformation of the "wicked customs" 

(ii.28.8) of the bridge. This is a turning point in his

tory, an end to barbarous practices. One recalls Spenser's 

distrust of Brehon law among the Irish, in particular the 

common legal practice of judge, murderer, and friends of 

the victim conspiring to provide an iriach (financial 

recompense) for the surviving dependents in lieu of corporal 

punishment--with, of course, a "better share" going to the 

head of the sept involved and also to the judge himself. 31 

Of such is the justice of Munera. 
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It is enlightening to realize that Munera would very 

likely escape punishment in sixteenth-century Ireland. 

Consider her crimes: 

Then doth he [Pollente] take the spoile of them at will 
And to his daughter brings, that dwels thereby: 
Who all that comes doth take, and therewith fill 
The coffers of her wicked threasury; 
Which she with wrongs hath heaped vp so hy, 
That many Princes she in wealth exceedes, 
And purchast all the countrey lying ny 
With the reuenue of her plenteous meedes, 

Her name is Munera, agreeing with her deedes. 
(ii.9.1-9) 

She is primarily a receiver of stolen goods, and according 

to common laws governing accessories to felony, "the acces-

sory cannot be proceeded against till the principal have 

received his trial" (View, p. 25). This is one of those 

laws drawn according to "the strait rule of right," to true 

justice, which has become obsolete in the changing world of 

Irish society. It has become an inconvenience since it 

encourages the "principal thief" to convey his stealths to 

a receiver quickly and then disappear into the woods (p. 

26) or among the cattle-driving bollies in "the waste 

places" (p. 49), neither so readily available in enclosed 

England. To change the law by Act of Parliament would be 

an acceptable "mischief," of course, yet Irenius doubts 

such legislation would come easy in Ireland (p. 26). In 

Faerieland, however, in a distant historical time both 

thief and receiver are subdued, rightfully punished for 
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their perversion of justice, and laws are established to 

guard against the repetition of their particular crimes. 

What guides the law is a present condition (easy theft) 

that occasions a necessary if mischievous law (prosecuting 

the receiver before theft has been legally established). 

Such a frustration of true justice may account for Arte

gall's tendency to pity Munera (ii.25), yet one must remem

ber that "for no pitty would he change the course / Of 

Iustice ••• " (ii.26.1-2). Artegall allows Talus to 

continue his execution of justice. 

Talus' treatment of Munera helps define the function 

of political mischief and law in Book V. The key concept is 

misericordia, the vicious side of mercy--in this case, the 

pity Artegall does not allow to pervert human justice dealt 

to Munera. Canto ii begins with a description of the most 

honorable course in chivalry: "to defend the feeble in 

their right, / And wrong redresse in such as wend awry" 

(ii.1.3-4). One need not document the Elizabethan inclu

sion of women among the feeble; rather the problem for a 

justiciar in this canto is that Munera, while feeble, is 

terribly wrong. In spite of her dehumanizing metal hands 

and feet and the great wrongs she has "heaped vp so hy," 

some have found her worthy of some sympathy. Judith Ander

son argues that she "reminds us just a little too much of 
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an attractive but misguided young woman, led astray by a 

wicked but indulgent parent,,;32 yet even though Artegall 

for a brief moment "her seemelesse plight did rew" 

(ii.25.9), I cannot agree. While chivalry will protect and 

defend women, jus politicum demands their correction, espe

cially one as corrupt as Munera. In another place, fortune 

allows pity to bring Artegall within reach of Radigund's 

sword, and later both Arthur and Mercilla weep for Duessa 

yet do not abandon justice. One lesson is that strict laws 

upheld against women, though according to chivalrous con

vention unnatural, are necessary in a society in which 

women commit real crimes. 

The expression of legal protection for the feeble 

in society seems genuine and central to Spenser's exposi

tion of Irish reformation in the View. His belief is that 

current unrest in Ireland can in no small part be traced to 

the conditions following the conquest of that island by 

Henry II, at which time the "poor distressed people of the 

Irish" were treated by the new English inhabitants as 

vassals, inhabitants who "scarecely vouchsafed to impart 

unto them the benefit of those laws under which themselves 

lived • •• " (p. 13). Irenius is distressed about the 

cessing of soldiers upon "the poor men that victual and 

lodge them, and also to the rest of the country about them, 
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whom they abuse, oppress, spoil and afflict, by all the 

means they can invent" (p. 80). Naturally, the country 

people are drawn "into great detestation of the soldier and 

thereby into hatred of the very government which draweth 

upon them such evils" (p. 81). Eudoxus notes the tragedy 

reflected in the latest response to Tyrone's rebellion: 

"the Queen's treasure spent, her people wasted the poor 

country troubled," and yet conditions have not improved 

(p. 96). It is clear to him that Elizabeth wishes the 

protection of her poor subjects in Ireland (p. 105). 

Again, it is not the common people who make rebellion, and 

official policy may recognize that fact, according to Spen

ser's scheme, in equitable pardons for all who will come in 

and in righteous justice to the rebel leaders. 

To Spenser the "state of present time" in the View 

and Book V means above all else the human conditions of 

England and Ireland defined in legal and political terms. 

Political identifications have been suggested for every 

character and event in Book V, and at the very least Duessa, 

BeIge, Burbon, and Irena obviously demand initial analysis 

as historical personages. Gough's edition is thorough in 

these matters and ranges from his well-considered treatment 

of Duessa's trial to some generally less relevant specula

tions about minor Irish events figured in the poem. 
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O'Connell has offered the most reasonable outline for just 

how far the reader can assume a topical "dimension" in each 

canto or episode, yet even his conservative method, one 

senses, might not have satisfied an Elizabethan reader who 

looked between the lines more often and of course who had a 

more immediate relationship with the actual persons and 

events shadowed. 

The reason for a historical transparency of Book 

V's final cantos may simply be that Spenser thought it 

necessary to force a consideration of recent conditions as 

actual dilemmas for the justiciar to solve rather than 

triumphs on the road to dynastic fulfillment. Arguing that 

Spenser cannot successfully reconcile Artegall as justice, 

"a virtue and abstraction," with Artegall as knight, "a 

virtuous man and human being," Anderson illustrates a prob

lem in the story of Burbon, who, inexplicably in the poem, 

falls away from his lady love for the love of a kingdom. 

In this "strained" story, she says, "we have heard the 

gears grind as the poem shifted from one level to 

another ••• we are invited to do more than glance at a 

contemporary and actual world: it becomes necessary to go 

outside the fable in order to understand the topical refer

ence. In short, the fifth book tends progressively to 

point to the contemporary social world and presents us with 
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an image of this world as it actually is"33_-or at least as 

it is in some respects. A similar necessity forces us 

outside the fable as Artegall and Talus are recalled to 

Faerie Court in the midst of reforming Irena's land. In 

the telling stanza Spenser inserts a moral: "But enuies 

cloud still dimmeth vertues ray" (xii.27.7). One has no 

reason to expect envy in Faerie Court, and no explanations 

are made. Only Spenser's affection for and famous defense 

of Lord Grey in the ~ (pp. 106-10) contributes to an 

acceptable reading here. These are flaws, of course, 

though not as significant as Anderson suggests. In another 

light they merely indicate the importance of historical 

conditions in Spenser's poetic expression of human justice. 

At the heart of the critical debate over Spenser's 

history and politics is of course his defense of Lord Grey 

in both V and the View. Whatever the modern historian's 

view of Elizabethan colonialism, it is still important to 

recognize that Spenser's conclusions are informed more by 

territorial than prophetic historical concepts. We have 

seen that justice throughout Book V is as much a legal 

process as it is a moral virtue, and that is precisely the 

problem for those who fail to see the political aims of the 

poem. O'Connell's view of the final cantos of Book V is 

typical: "As the fiction becomes more closely tied to the 
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truth of specific situations, it becomes increasingly unable 

to reach the mythic level of moral and psychological gener

alization at which the greatest sections of The Faerie 

Queene move.,,34 Prophetic poetry requires the moral vision 

of prophetic history, and O'Connell believes Spenser fails 

at the point where the Artegall legend expands into recent 

and actual territory, in those cantos dealing with Spain, 

the Low Countries, France, and finally Ireland. He does 

not see the legal-based reforming justice Spenser describes 

in the View; he sees only a narrative fiction that simply 

mirrors historical actuality. 

In the Irena episode, therefore, he cannot accept 

Spenser's "pretending" that Lord Grey or any other English 

commander brought justice and peace to Ireland. "If 

'Great-wrong' oppressed Ireland," he argues, "Artegall--and 

Spenser--were its servants, not antagonists. If the fiction 

waits upon history, its morality also waits upon history.,,35 

A standard refutation of this attitude is Nelson's belief 

that despite the fact that Book V alludes directly to his

torical events more often than the other books, "the prin

cipal concern remains 'ethice' rather than 'politice.,,,36 

Although this may be true of the book as a whole, in these 

last cantos the political and legal treatment of justice 

surrounding the reformation policy, recall, envy, and 
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detraction of Lord Grey is as prominent here as in the 

View. More to the point, O'Connell's opinion of Spenser's 

colonial politics is aggressively modern and certainly 

debatable, and in fact he bases his argument for the moral 

emptiness of the Irena episode itself on a misreading. The 

poem does not pretend that Artegall-Lord Grey succeeded but 

that "after long travail and many perilous assays," as 

Eudoxus recalls the facts, "he had brought things almost to 

[success and] • . . reformation, and [Ireland] might have 

been brought to what Her Majesty would" (p. 106)--unfortu

nately, "detractors with the certain knowledge of their 

slanderous untruths" (p. 109) caused him to be recalled. 

Book V repeats this information: 

ere he could reforme it thoroughly, 
He through occasion called was away, 
To Faerie Court, that of necessity 
His course of Iustice he was forced to stay 

(xii.27.1-4) 

Grey, Spenser suggests, did overcome great wrong, but not 

~ wrong, in Ireland. 

The legal-political-moral content of territorial 

history one sees in the Irena episode is accompanied by the 

utilitarian aims of Spenser's historiography. In the final 

speech of the View Irenius declares that his intention for 

Ireland is not to deliver "a perfect plot of mine own 

invention to be only followed," but one based as well on 
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the experience of others, that the reader "may perhaps 

better his own judgement, and by the light of others for

going him may follow after with more ease, and haply find a 

fairer way thereunto than they which have gone before" 

(p. 169-70). I would argue that the history in Book V 

reveals similar intentions. Elizabeth is certainly figured 

in Mercilla, and her role in a dynastic myth is revealed in 

Britomart's dream; yet in the Faerieland that is Artegall's 

jurisdiction human law and specific state policies require 

a practical approach to human justice. Irenius forms his 

plot from his own experience of "the consultations and 

actions of very wise governors and counselors" (p. 170), 

including Lord Grey, whose own experiences offer valuable 

lessons of justice that are not always easy or pleasant: 

"he spared not the heads and principals of any mischievous 

practice or rebellion, but showed sharp judgment on 

them • • • that all the meaner sort • might by terror 

thereof, be reclaimed and saved, if it were possible" 

(p. 107) legally, of course. After restoring Irena, Arte

gall's response to rebellion is similar (xii.25); at the 

same time, Artegall has his own historical particularity in 

the fiction, and Spenser expects his reader to examine both 

Artegall and Grey so that reader might become a better 

judge of legal-political realities. Through history as the 



experience of others according to their own times and 

actions, Spenser's reader follows "a fairer way" to the 
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understanding of and participation in good policy, perhaps 

to the way to become himself a better justiciar. 

Finally, despite the argument that Book V and the 

~ develop and end in negative, gloomy ways, I believe 

the two works demonstrate a tone of the optimism common to 

territorial histories. O'Connell's important study of Book 

V has a dark conclusion: "The book ends in a melancholy 

gloom that testifies more to Spenser's fidelity to the 

world he knew than to his prophetic hope that he could 

transform or transcend it."37 The book, he argues, reflects 

the same disillusionment with history that characterizes 

the ~; yet a close reading shows that the dialogue, 

while it may include Spenser's bitter discussion of the 

Lord Gr~y affair, is hardly gloomy. Spenser's political 

solutions are geared to an essential faith in common law, 

in productive change rather than repressive policy, and in 

the strong belief that justice, based on the firm adminis

tration of law and on the establishment of new for "pre

varicated" laws, will in time prevail. O'Connell offers 

his variation of a common complaint about Book V: 

Instead of ending on a note of victory and fulfill
ment, as all previous books of The Faerie ~ueene 
have ended, the Legend of Justice-followspenser's 
political experience in Ireland. Eight stanzas 



chronicle an anticlimactic military victory over 
Grantorto, and sixteen stanzas recount the victory 
of Envy, Detraction, and the Blatant Beast over 
Artegall. The scope of the poet's vision contracts, 
and Artegall refers not so much to Elizabeth's 
justice or syst~~ of law as to her commanders in 
Ireland • • • • 
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Reading the poem as an example of epic infused with pro

phetic historicism, one might be convinced of the rightness 

of O'Connell's position. Yet again there are errors; Envy, 

Detraction, and the Blatant Beast do not share a victory 

over Artegall. Quite simply, he ignores them--"Yet he past 

on, and seem'd of them to take no keepe" (xii.42.9). In 

fact, the ending is rather like earlier books, which con-

clude on notes of victory and partial fulfillment. Red-

cross, for example, marries Una but almost immediately 

returns to Faerie Court (as Artegall does), leaving Una "to 

mourne" at home (I.xii.41.9). Guyon defeats Acrasia and 

destroys the Bower, and yet in the last line some of her 

beastial victims will not be reclaimed: "Let Grill be 

Grill," declares the Palmer, "and haue his hoggish mind, / 

But let vs hence depart, whilest wether serues and wind." 

(II.xii.87.8.9). Artegall does defeat Grantorto and rescue 

Irena, yet like the other knights he must move on. Terri-

torial history emphasizes that conditions change. Justice 

has an ideal expression that can be shadowed in political 

realities, but human justice in practice can never be made 
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perfect so long as human injustice adapts to change. Spen

ser's historical sense includes both aspects of justice. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE HISTORICAL DOMAINS OF THE FAERIE QUEENE BOOK V 

In the last decade of the sixteenth century Eliza

bethans turned to the political turmoil in Ireland and on 

the continent and witnessed the seductive image of sedition 

in their tltopside-turvey" world. Spenser, who often touches 

on this image, faces it directly in Book V, canto xi: 

o Sacred hunger of ambitious mindes, 
An impotent desire of men to raine, 
Whom neither dread of God, that deuils bindes, 
Now lawes of men, that common weales containe, 
Nor bands of nature that wild beastes restraine, 
Can keep from outrage, and from doing wrong, 
Where they may hope a kingdome to obtain. 

(xi.1 .1-7) 

Rulers in peril, kingships usurped, territories in doubt--

these form the background of Faerieland in Book V, from the 

"trap fals" Bridge that Artegall and Britomart must each 

negotiate to the trial of treasonous Duessa and on to the 

restoration of Irena, the original business of the knight of 

justice. Within Faerieland three legal jurisdictions, 

heavenly, human, and natural, operate in distinct historical 

domains. One could argue that as a handbook for Elizabethan 

students of justice the legend of Artegall offers in its 

images of justice various historical approaches to 
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providential events, secular politics, and unpredictable 

fortunes that were common in the troubled nineties. The 

reader will detect cyclical historical rhythms in certain 

stanzas. In others Spenser's voice is prophetic, fashioning 

a history of triumphant Christian empire. At the heart of 

the legend, however, appears the stronger vision of Artegall 

as secular hero, a justiciar whose memorable exploits are 

confined to the "lawes of men, that common weales containe" 

in the contexts of ancient territory and, through suggestive 

responses to topical events, of Elizabethan England. 

It must be recognized, I think, that Artegall is' not 

a shallow mask for Lord Grey and Book V not simply a dynas

tic encomium to Elizabeth's reign. It is true that the 

several images of Britomart (in her dream especially) and 

Mercilla flatter Elizabeth, yet none of these suggests that 

the divine, eternal justice as it inhabits human justice in 

England is Spenser's subject. One recalls how Talus, proba

bly in his association with common law, cannot enter the 

temple of Isis where the dynastic vision unfolds and how 

the divine Mercilla receives Artegall himself as a stranger 

and guest; justice is a secular virtue, a public extension 

of temperance based on order and self-control that, as 

James Nohrnberg sugests, "secures the private integrity 

against an unruly physical environment."1 Despite even the 
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transparent essay on European history in the final cantos, 

territory in Book V remains primarily a fabulous extension 

of ancient England, previously lawless in all its jurisdic

tions. In this legendary age, Spenser argues in canto i, 

man has lost his innate desire to be just and so must be 

ruled by law. Consider Artegall's overriding mission. 

Whatever political commentary remains explicit in the Irena 

episode, the reader must see Artegall as England's first 

justiciar and his actions as a righteous response to origi

nal tyranny in a prelegal society. Grantorto's name implies 

the essential illegality of rebellion; the giant himself 

epitomizes the many extortions in the book, as Hamilton 

points out,2 and there is no need to discover a topical 

identity for him. The knight of justice is a working 

lawman and reformer but not primarily a dynastic hero. 

Even in Britomart's dream Artegall remains problematic for 

justice, his threatening mien perhaps an expression of the 

potential for a perversion of original intentions in law 

without equity. Certainly, one should not read a dynastic 

epic into the legend at th~ level of its "historical alle

gory." 

Similar to Spenser's developmental view of ancient 

Anglo-Irish history in the View, the narrative legend or 

"historicall fiction" of Book V does present Artegall as an 
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ancient hero, but only to a certain degree. Exact allusion 

to political events, modern as well as ancient, is not 

necessarily required of historical poetry because such 

events may fail to describe "true justice" by reason of 

their limited historical context or their unreformed condi

tion. 3 Consequently, the heroic Artegall operates within 

the scope of a feigned history that develops throughout the 

book's episodes as allegorical expressions of an English 

justice residing in laws and customs often weakly expressed 

in traditional histories of England. Arthur is an excepted 

figure. Recognizing his fame and political neutrality-

Arthur, according to the Letter to Raleigh, is "furthest 

from the danger of enuy and suspition of present time"-

Spenser appoints him patron of every Faerieland virtue. To 

represent justice effectively, Artegall performs heroically 

in his ancient and modern roles, but it is obvious that 

Spenser wishes him to absorb quite a bit of the Arthurian 

neutrality. He must be a hero of justice first. 

In fact, it is the allegory of English justice, not 

simply its topical expression, that remains primary in the 

book. The careful reader recognizes that the cruelty of 

Talus and the occasional insensitivity of Artegall to that 

cruelty--readers continue to be especially shocked, not 

without justification, by the brutal treatment of Munera 
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and the Egalitarian Gyant--are not characteristic of good 

gove~nance at any historical level, and certainly Spenser 

doe8 not advocate Machiavellian policies. He might argue, 

hONever, that Artegall brings justice only to territories 

that have no sanctioned legal system, no judges, no juries. 

The knight's actions by original necessity embody the 

development of law responsive to season, episode by epi

sode, slowing at significant points to allegorize the con

cepts of equity and mercy. Because Astraea has abdicated 

from a less than perfect world, justice has to frame an 

original response to the problems of Power (Pollente), 

Wealth (Munera), Absolute Equality (Gyant), and so on. To 

an extent, after divine justice departs with Astraea, Arte

gall's quest must use the lessons of Astraea to establish a 

requisite human justice. 

In Book V, then, the reader should expect to encoun

ter a society whose sense of civic responsibilities has 

lapsed, a world "runne quite out of square" (i.1.7). In 

the territorial history Artegall faces injustice in the 

origins of English law as well as in the continuous chal

lenges posed by an evolving society, by the enduring "ambi·~ 

tious mindes" that so cleverly subvert the functions of 

human law. This is the world of Spenser's View. In Ire

land, where many laws no longer conform to the times, the 
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justiciar has often proven himself an impediment to legal 

action. In fact, he especially abuses the people as well 

as Elizabeth herself when he misunderstands seemingly use

less laws, good laws gone bad, by either ignoring or giving 

full weight to them; and, significantly, Spenser recognizes 

that the officials who most pervert the course of justice 

in Ireland are her English governors. Injustice in Faerie-

land is also a matter of inverted conditions, and the 

justiciar who misperceives that fact, or like Radigund 

exploits it, does evil. 

As the original knight of justice Artegall must 

therefore acquit himself of those same charges of inequity 

leveled at him by Detraction in canto xii: 

Saying, that he had with vnmanly guile, 
And foule abusion both his honour blent, 
And that bright sword, the sword of Iustice 
Had stayned with reporachfull crueltie, 
In guiltlesse blood of many an innocent 

lent, 

(40.3-7) 

Hamilton notes a specific reference in these lines to 

Grey's troubles over the massacre of Spanish mercenaries at 

Smerwick Fort, and because Spenser is still bearing witness 

for Grey in the View, I would not doubt a reference here. 

Still, the attack by Detraction makes more immediate refer

ence to Artegall's dealings with the many villains of Book 

V. Her charges are two: "unmanly guile," the defective or 

perhaps subversive application of law; and "reproachful 
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cruelty," the excessive application of law. An "applica-

tion of law" of course includes making new laws as well as 

enforcing old ones, and Spenser intends to show both the 

need and potential in the common law for a flexible judi

cial system. He can only do this by keeping Artegall free 

of restrictive topical associations so that he may repre

sent the spirit of a true and original justice. 

Spenser finally manages to succeed in making his 

knight worthy, despite Detraction's cry, by showing Arte

gall able to deliver verdicts appropriate to his historical 

time. Astraea has taught him 

to weigh both right and wrong 
In equal ballance with due recompense, 
And equitie to measure out along, 
According to the line of conscience, 
When so it needs with rigour to dispense. 

(i.7.1-5) 

Hamilton rightly adds that equity requires either the 

adminstration of the strict letter of the law or the easing 

of punishment when appropriate; and naturally to err too 

far in one direction or the other would occasion cruelty or 

guile. Detraction, one might say, is simply arguing that 

Artegall has not demonstrated equity along the twisted 

paths of his quest. Consider the initial episode, that of 

the "Squire in squallid weed." If an Irish rebel such as 

Shane O'Neill is figured in Sir Sanglier,4 Artegall's 

actions might be considered inept if not completely 
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irresponsible (Solomonic wisdom aside) on at least two 

counts: first, that he seems weak for making Sanglier's 

punishment so light--Sanglier, one recalls, must bear his 

lady's head before him as a symbol of shame; and second, 

that he does an earlier wrong by even asking for consent to 

his judgment (i.25.5.7). In the ~ Spenser explicitly 

bemoans the queen's sometimes practice of allowing Irish 

rebels a voice in negotiations, a practice that does 

increase the power of the rebels on occasion and incite 

them to further action. Spenser would not approve any law 

that requires authority to request a right it already 

possesses. In the judgment itself Sanglier seems to be 

tricked, and, combined with the light sentence, the whole 

business might argue the hero's unmanly guile. Yet it does 

not in fact. Nothing here suggests an actual Irish or 

English outlaw. Inheriting a lawless land, Artegall's 

first duties are to establish the consent of the governed 

and, having weighed contradictory evidence, to measure out 

the equitable distribution of "property"--the good lady to 

her Squire, in spite of his extorted confession, and the 

slain lady's head to Sanglier, whose guilt had not been 

established by hard evidence. It is a judgment appropriate 

to this original age. 
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In the following canto Artegall acquits himself of 

the charge of cruelty. The first lines look backward to 

the Squire's case and forward to the crimes of the Bridge: 

Nought is more honorable in a knight, 
Ne better doth beseeme braue cheualry, 
Then to defend the feeble in their right, 
And wrong to redresse in such as wend awry. 

(ii.1 .1-4) 

In this antique territory the feeble have had no protection 

against the mighty; indeed, almost everyone falls prey to 

Pollente and Munera. Nevertheless, Artegall's justified 

attack and reformation in this episode have gained little 

critical approval. I have mentioned a common sympathy for 

Munera;5 in addition, Gough reveals in his own edition a 

concern that her punishment, "more severe than that 

inflicted on any of the other evil women in the poem, 

reflects the stern temper of the Puritan officers of state, 

whom Spenser admired. Both Munera and her father stand for 

forces with which the administration of Grey had to contend 

in Ireland."6 One might add that Artegall strikes down 

Guizer without warning (ii.11.8-9), crudely displays 

Pollente's head upon a pole (ii.19.4)--a common fate of 

rebels in sixteenth century Ireland--and in the topical 

allegory seems generally to function as a bloodthirsty lord 

lieutenant mopping up after some minor insurrection. Yet 

again the Bridge is not Irish. Why should Artegall collect 



the ill-gotten goods of Munera, her "mucky pelfe" 

(ii.27.6), burn them, and pour them into the river below? 

Grey certainly would have returned such spoils to Her 

Majesty's treasury according to law. Yet no one in this 

prelegal land has a just claim. Most likely the action 

originates in Moses' destruction of the golden calf. 7 
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Above all, however, the episode details a kind of 

extortion (Pollente "Hauing great lordships got and goodly 

farmes, / Through strong oppression of his power extort" 

ii.5.7-8) by those who exact "passage money • According 

to the custome of their law" (ii.11.6-7), a law built upon 

strength rather than consent in a territory whose people 

have never enjoyed the protection of law. Artegall is not 

cruel but equitable, dispensing appropriate punishment to 

those who pervert justice, reforming the "wicked customes 

of that Bridge • •• " (ii.28.8). In the original histori

cal time of Faerieland Artegall becomes worthy of Guyon's 

praise of him as "our iudge of equity" (iii.36.7). 

In terms of its territorial historical perspective 

Book V, like the View, holds that rebellion is evil because 

it is an inversion of justice. Pollente does evil not by 

operating a toll bridge but by doing so within an upside 

down system--unfounded law enforced equally and unfairly 

among all men. The result is injustice, including inequity 
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in Detraction's terms: Pollente is in his operation the 

embodiment of cruel force, Munera of cowardly guile. To 

Irenius such rebellion implies disease. Proper revolution, 

however, "recures" the state, even in an Ireland made sick 

by the incompetence of well-intentioned overlords. What 

Artegall offers is the potential for such territorial 

recural. The reader is urged to imagine the model lawman 

as one who has a sense of history, who guides a revolution 

in the law itself--in effect, who observes conditions as 

they are and fashions a legal response. By the time we see 

the completion of Artegall's journey in Irena's kingdom we 

should be aware of a pattern of territorial reforms in 

Faerieland that point to the potential for revolutionary 

justice even at the topical level. In the last chapter I 

argued Artegall's indifference to the attacks of Envy, 

Detraction, and the Blatant Beast. Here I would add his 

positive reaction: in preventing Talus from retaliation 

against Detraction ("well-deserued, / Would her haue 

chastiz'd with his yron flaile, / If her Sir Artegall had 

not preserued" xii.43.2-4) and by ignoring the others, 

Artegall controls the spirit of law in his practice of 

equity toward even these vile creatures. The conclusion, 

then, offers a territorial perspective that justice, ham

pered by laws "prevaricated through change and alteration 
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of times," will always demand reformation. Hiding every

where within the inverted world of tyranny and anarchy, the 

Blatant Beast has no specific historical location. 

The book, as I have said, is grounded in the time 

of ancient legend with its own historical integrity. In 

the shadows are also the political realities of sixteenth

century England, and there the reader discovers that Spen

ser's philosophy of history allows for three interrelated 

domains of justice relating to civic affairs, those of God, 

man, and nature. Arthur's appearance in the legend marks 

the intervention of God into the workings of human justice 

and points to a providential account of the revolutionary 

nature of that justice; the successes of Artegall illus

trate secular control over territorial rebellions and over 

responsive lawmaking; and Fortune rules the natural domain, 

particularly through Radigund, whose tale exemplifies the 

imposition of natural justice in human affairs. Spenser 

manages to mark out the three jurisdictions with clear 

lines, occasionally conjoining classical, Christian, and 

territorial philosophies of history without too much con

cern about the result. In the end, however, Artegall's 

presence especially promotes secular, territorial responses 

to a history of human justice revealed in man's law. 
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Faerieland is nevertheless Christian ground first. 

God intervenes, especially on the side of righteous rulers; 

Britomart, for example, finds herself favored "by Gods 

grace" (vi.34.6) in her escape from Dolon's snares. 8 As 

for the infamous rebels or usurpers of Book V, only those 

two tyrants devoted to ecclesiastical perversions deserve 

the wrath of Arthur. The first is Souldan, "the Pagan," 

most likely shadowing Philip II of Spain, who is atempting 

to destroy Mercilla and her power. Samient calls on heaven 

to confound him 

That neither hath religion nor fay, 
But makes his God of his vngodly pelfe, 

And idols serues; so let his Idols serue the Elfe. 
(viii.19.7-9) 

Indeed, Arthur later bears away the Pagan's shield and 

armor as tokens of justice performed "by heauens high 

decree" (viii.44.6). Nelson discusses the impotence of 

Talus at this point. The battle is outside his iron juris

diction: "Only the flashing brilliance of Arthur's shield, 

the revelation of truth by the grace of God, can decide it. 

When that decision has been made human justice can play its 

part.,,9 The other religious miscreant is of course 

Geryoneo, whose chapel houses an idol "to Gods owne like

nesse framed" and a monster that devours "in sinful sacri-

fice / The flesh of men" (x.28.6-7). BeIge rightly takes 

comfort in Arthur, the help "which God now did send" 



(x.22.8), and when the dragon offspring of Echidna lies 

broken in the dust at last, her people raise their voices 

to heaven (xi.34). Spenser offers a prophetic history 

lesson: mankind will never lose the wicked desire to 
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possess territories wrongfully, no matter what laws exist, 

but just as inevitable is God's triumph over rebellion. 

The best expression of this historical attitude is the 

poet's comment on Duessa's fate: 

through high heauens grace, which favour not 
The wicked driftes of trayterous desynes, 
Gainst loiall Princes, all this cursed plot, 
Ere proofe it tooke, discouered was betymes, 
And th'actours won the meede meet for their crymes. 
Such be the meede of all, that by such mene 
Vnto the tyme of kingdomes title clymes. 

(ix.42.1-7) 

And even to this wicked rebel is divinely inspired mercy 

extended. 

Mercilla soon acknowledges political necessity and 

reverses herself; and even though God is responsible for 

history's events and seeming accidents, divine authority in 

Book V receives direct expression only within an argument 

that allows for human innovation in the operation of jus-

tice. Artegall's debate with the Gyant in canto ii attests 

to the immutable presence of God's laws in the world: "All 

in the power of their great Maker lie: / All creatures must 

obey the voice of the most hie" (ii.40.8-9). God raises up 

kingdoms and loyal subjects, destroys them, gives and 
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takes--these things the Gyant must simply accept because, 

as Artegall argues, he does not "know the causes" 

(ii.42.9). Politically, however, the Gyant is an arch

rebel who seeks absolute equality in society, and the "rout 

naturally responds to his argument. Artegall points out 

that equality is not the same as equity and chastises him: 

For ere thou limit what is laese or more 
In euery thing, thou oughtest first to know, 
What was the poyse of euery part of yore. 

(ii.34.5-7) 

That is, one must understand the original causes. Arte-

gall's historical sense in this passage seems to reflect a 

standard argument against any tampering with the common 

law, which Elizabethans found nearly as inviolable as God's 

law, and this appearance is strengthened two stanzas later 

in Artegall's conclusion: "All change is perillous, and 

all chaunce vnsound" (ii.36.7). Hamilton notes a parallel 

phrase in the View. 10 Yet both passages actually confirm 

the territorial perspective in which Spenser argues not 

against innovation but for new laws after proper reforma-

tion. Irenius is arguing against simple legislative solu-

tions: 

All change is to be shunned, where the affairs stand 
in such state as that they may continue in quietness 
or be assured at all to abide as they are ••• [but 
in troubled times] all the realm is first to be 
reformed and laws are afterward to be made, for 
keeping and continuing it in that reformed estate. 

(View, p. 94) 
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Artegall follows the logic of his concern over changing 

legal balances to a similar position: "leave off to weigh 

them all agane, / Till we may be assur'd they shall their 

course retaine" (ii.36.8-9). Laws, old or new, will only 

work when the populace respects them. 

In fact, the providential historical sense in Book 

V does not crowd out the territorial. In Hooker's analysis 

human law may simply confirm a duty that men were previously 

bound to by the law of Reason, but he also recognizes the 

rightness of different laws for different lands in cases 

where custom dictates and where Reason does not offer clear 

guidance. 11 In one sense Artegall simply warns the Gyant 

to be reasonable: original laws remain good in that they 

are, like God's laws, original, despite the fact that time 

may subvert them; however, only after reformation maya 

justiciar perceive that innovations are appropriate. God 

may always hasten reformation, and yet all praise does not 

belong to God. Britomart, one recalls, shares in the 

triumph over injustice at Dolon's house: "by Gods grace, 

and her good heediuesse,/She was preserued from their 

traytrous traine" (vi.34.6-7). Later, Samient tells Arthur 

and the knight of justice, "thankt be God, and your good 

hardiment" (viii.23.5) that the two false knights sent by 

the Pagan have paid for their own folly. These are 
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admittedly casual remarks, though perhaps significant 

because they are so; the Elizabethan reader confidently 

assumes that the defender of positive law operates in 

accord with eternal law. In any case, as Arthur enters the 

poem, divine intervention is clear and obvious in histori-

cal adventures but does not claim a prominent position 

outside his actions. Spenser marks the heavenly domain 

carefully. 

Similarly, the "bands of nature" delineate an area 

in Faerieland that implies a related historical dimension, 

one including classical notions perhaps primarily cyclical 

and sometimes providential. Spenser's particular use of 

Fortune in Book V admits the inevitability of rebellion and 

reformation in all of nature; and if the Arthurian episodes 

prove the existence of some prophetic historicism in the 

book, the operation of Fortune in the Radigund episodes 

proves too the coexistence of natural law at work in his-

torical events. Radigund's "doom" results from her unnatu

ral rebellion, which seems a spur to her ferocity: 

Such is the crueltie of womenkynd, 
When they haue shaken off the shamefast band, 
With which wise Nature did them strongly bynd, 
T'obay the heasts of mans well ruling hand, 
That them all rule and reason they withstand, 
To purchase a licentious libertie. 

(v.25.1-6) 
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As I suggested earlier,12 Terpine and Artegall have earned 

their troubles by embracing Fortune in their dealings with 

a female ruler who has abrogated the laws of nature. God 

may hasten--and nature demand--human justice; however, 

rebellious nature, guided by Fortune, delays it as surely 

as Radigone is a monument to misguided knights. Spenser 

demonstrates that even righteous men fall under the wheels 

of misfortune, especially as they ignore their own natural 

weaknesses. 

In this context, then, Britomart may represent 

natural law'and the inevitable return to human affairs of 

good fortune after bad. Artegall accepts the principle: 

to a courage great 
It is no lesse beseeming well, to beare 
The storme of fortunes frowne, or heauens threat, 
Then in the sunshine of her countenance cleare 
Timely to joy, and carrie comely cheare. 

(v. 38.1-5) 

Britomart blushes in shame at the unnatural sight "of men 

disguiz'd in womanishe attire" and twice witnesses Arte-

gall's "misfortunes" (vii.38,40); yet, though in the temple 

of Isis she faces in herself the marriage of equity with 

justice, her defeat of Radigund (and rescue of Artegall) 

seem more a restoration of natural order than any specific 

illustration of equity. Not wedding Artegall, she does not 

become the Isis to his Osiris. Instead, in this her final 

appearance in the Faerie Queene she can only watch as 



Artegall, now more alert than before to the vicissitudes 

of Fortune, continues his quest. 

The natural domain in Book V is actually as dis

tinct as the providential historical areas. When BeIge 
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sees Arthur arriving with her sons, it "seemes that for

tunes headlong wheele / Begins to turn" (x.20.7-8); nowhere, 

however, does human justice originate in the hands of 

Fortune. Artegall's first significant act is to argue that 

his own judgment is in fact superior to Fortune;13 later 

the sons of Milesio are at the point of fighting for "what 

to them Fortune would iustify" (iv.6.4), and Artegall 

manages to avoid violence and adjudicate the dispute, 

offering a legal expression of natural law. Of course, 

when Artegall accepts Radigund's rule of Fortune, human 

justice disappears--that is, according to the words of 

Irenius, "it is vain to prescribe laws where no man careth 

for keeping them • • " . . Spenser allows Radigund to block 

Artegall's quest, to impede justice, but throughout the 

book all misfortunes, even spiteful ones, are temporary: 

After long stormes and tempests ouerblowne, 
The sunne at length his ioyous face doth cleare: 
So when as fortune all her spight hath showne, 
Some blisfull houres at last must needs appeare; 
Else should afflicted wights of times despeire. 

(iii.1.1-5) 

The tournament of canto iii is filled with fortunate delays, 

and yet it is actually "good fortune" that rules Book V--the 



inclining wand of Isis as she points to the glorious pos-

terity of Britomart (vii.8.5,12.9), the hand of Arthur 

after he frees BeIge (xi.15), and even the "ship all 

readie" (xii.4.2) that is at hand to take Artegall to his 
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timely rescue of Irena. Although good fortune never occa

sions justice, it always returns to allow the justiciar his 

domain. 

The historical territory of human justice in Book V 

commands larger ground than the divine and natural. Cer

tainly Artegall is nowhere established as a scourge of God, 

or as Hamilton has it, "His avenging minister." Hamilton's 

note follows a passage on the ugly death of Pollente, whose 

head Artegall removes with "bright Chrysaor": 

It bit the earth for very fell despight, 
And gnashed with his teeth, as if he band 
High God, whose goodnesse he despaired quight, 

Or curst the hand, which did that vengeance on him dight. 
(ii.18.6-9) 

That the tyrant "band" or renounced God and Artegall's hand 

might suggest divine action, yet in this instance Spenser 

is simply offering a choice of suppositions about the 

horrid spectacle, that Pollente was either making a last 

spiteful effort to condemn God's goodness or curse man's 

justice, both of which in fact may operate in the tyrant's 

defeat. Arthur is the divine instrument of justice in Book 

V, and Artegall the human agent. 
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It also seems clear that Artegall represents no 

specific human justiciar, susceptible to our historical 

criticism or psychoanalytical probing, even in the minor 

flashes of Lord Grey that one sees in the knight in canto 

xii. He is simply the "Champion of true Iustice (i.3.2)-

"righteous Artegall," according to the priest of Isis 

(vii.22.4) and to Spenser's account of the Gyant's defeat 

(ii.39.2). While Elizabeth sits "In seate of iudgement, in 

the Almighties stead" (Proem.11.2) and is therefore touched 

by divinity, Artegall becomes merely her instrument for the 

practice of human justice. Astraea has had him practice 

upon the beasts (i.7.7-8) now, as the original justiciar, 

his task is to mark out the limits of human law. 

What readers discover in this history of Artegall 

is the necessity for each populace to find laws that work 

in its own time. Throughout Artegall's journey, especially 

through his "doomes," a reasonably flexible instrument of 

justice emerges, one at least as responsive to innovation 

as to tradition. In the first episode, for example, Arte

gall suggests that the traditional trials of a knight's 

justice leave too much to chance and that Sanglier and the 

Squire should agree to Artegall's arbitration. Artegall 

thus establishes law by consent in Faerieland. Sanglier, 

first ''We 11 pI eas ed" (i.27.1) with the verdict, ev entuall y 
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"disdained much his doome" (i.29.1) and was made to yiel d. 

In the next episode, because the common folk in the land of 

Pollente and Munera are obviously ill served by "the cus

tome of their law" (ii.11.7), Artegall the "wicked customes 

of that Bridge refourmed" (ii.28.8). Like many an Irish 

example in the View, here a legal system perhaps originally 

good has been perverted. At the Bridge consent is neither 

asked for nor given, yet justice prevails. 

While many of the book's characters deliver doom to 

their minions, Spenser does maintain distinct jurisdic

tions. The Proem's expression of Elizabeth's "righteous 

doome" at home celebrates her reign, appropriately, in an 

apostrophic verse. Astraea passes down her own "rightfull 

doome" to Artegall ("until the world from his perfection 

fell" i.5.6) and "steadfast doome" (i.12.3) to Talus, 

though as perfect Justice attaining apotheosis herself. 

Radigund's "direful 1 doome" (iv.39.2) laid upon Terpine 

(and later Artegall) is as human and as false as Brag

gadochio's claim to Guyon's horse. Artegall, the poet 

emphasizes, is not a legitimate victim of Radigund's ire so 

much as he is "iustly damned by the doome / Of his own 

mouth" (v.17.3-4), as Talus later reminds Britomart 

(v i.16.5); the "cruell doomes" of Osiris (vii.22.9) merely 

represent an abstract argument for equity in justice; and 
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finally Mercilla's doom in Duessa's case is "sad" (ix.42.9) 

but inescapably right--mercy, unlike human justice, "never 

doth from doome of right depart" (x.2.7). It is only 

Artegall who consistently delivers the righteous doom of 

human justice. Spenser focuses on the enemies of that jus

tice: avarice, power, guile, and strife (xi.1), which 

surely if temporarily elevate wrong over right. Artegall 

fights against these forces at every turn. He must rely on 

his senses, for "in the mind the doome of right must be" 

(ii.47.6) and also in the ears. Not that his judgments are 

always well received. Bracidas is content while Amidas is 

not, and the sea will always bring new conditions; injus

tice, like Malengin, forever creates new transformations of 

legal territory by which justice may be waylaid. But human 

justice remains in the hands of Artegall. 

Because of its legal and topical elements, the cen

tral journey of Book V particularly suggests the histo

rian's perambu.lation, in which Spenser's heroes must learn 

the history of each canto's territories before a reforming 

justice can operate. Such territories in whole or part are 

not to be imagined as shadowy maps of Ireland, except of 

course in Artegall's twelfth hour sea voyage and rescue of 

Irena in canto xii; but certainly England and various 

European nations are sometimes intended. Generally, the 
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poetic territory in Book V combines slight geographical 

description with an antiquarian concern for custom and 

politics. Both Artegall and Britomart travel to Radigone 

by way of Pollente's Bridge. Artegall takes the coastal 

road, finding along the "rich strond" the Gyant's rock, the 

castle overlooking the wedding jousts, and the islands of 

Bracidas and Amidas, discovering in each place a solution 

to legal and customary problems. In these early episodes 

justice operates at the local level where the antique land 

has been previously ungoverned. Britomart, however, fol

lows the inland route beginning at a plain beyond Dolon's 

house and discovers at the temple of Isis her own essential 

nature. The middle episodes involve territory on a broader, 

national scale--Radigund's usurped kingdom. Later Artegall 

joins Arthur on the road past Radigone, and together they 

hear a rehearsal of the very different lands ruled by 

Mercilla and the Souldan. Past the caves of Malengin, they 

find Mercilla's court and learn that her power is imperial, 

stretching from "th'utmost brink of the Americke shore, / 

Unto the margent of the Molucas" (x.3.6-7). Here Artegall 

observes mercy, the divine adjunct to his own secular 

administration of justice, and from this point on the 

episodes focus on troubled conditions between international 

territories. As the title knight Artegall then reviews the 
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state of Burbon's kingdom, leaves BeIge's troubles to 

Arthur, and journeys by sea to his final task of reforma

tion in Irena's land. Despite the indistinctness of Spen

ser's allegorical places, then, Artegall does travel 

through an immediately recognizable country of chorographic 

dimensions. 

Furthermore, the book is a didactic merging of 

feigned antique history with topical events throughout the 

domains. Spenser observes his fable through the revolu

tionary eyes of Artegall, the historical heir to Astraea; 

inevitably, therefore, certain episodes are not so much the 

poet's justifications of Elizabethan policy through a 

manipulation of current events as they are representations 

of a model justiciar who, like the original knight of 

justice, should recognize the failure of law where the many 

pervert it and consequently create innovative legal change 

after a restoration of order. The central quest is such an 

episode. No doubt Spenser intends to justify the necessity 

of an English military force in Ireland; no doubt he also 

intends criticism of those who he believes had worsened 

Anglo-Irish relations by urging Elizabeth to recall Lord 

Grey (as Artegall is recalled himself). Yet no specific 

historical event fashions the climactic battle between 

Artegall and the tyrant of Irena's land. Grantorto is 
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simply Great Wrong--Iegal wrong, most likely, of Irish 

rebels in general--and because he and his followers do not 

recognize the legitimacy of Irena, they must be stopped. 

Ireland is "that ragged common-weale," and Artegall toils 

night and day to reform it along the lines of "true Iustice" 

(xii.26.2). The significant point is that Spenser offers a 

solution based on historical perspectives that allows man 

not complete autonomy but certainly a greater control over 

the law than he had previously enjoyed. 

Not that legal change remains always within human 

grasp. For Artegall, after Grantorto's defeat, political 

expediency delays thorough reformation, and in other epi

sodes Spenser outlines the fundamental belief that influ

ences outside politics and law may be the occasion of 

historical justice, human error, or simply the delay of a 

triumphant human doom. An Elizabethan reader, for example, 

would have read the Arthur-Souldan battle with a mind to 

the function of providence in similar historical struggles 

even if he were not thinking specifically of recent litera

ture glorifying the Armada victory. Similarly, the reader 

would have readily accepted the frustration of human jus

tice in the real and present danger of an evil fortune. It 

is in Britomart's identification with equity against Radi

gund that we see Spenser's best point: Radigund has 
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twisted the law out of square, and though Artegall suffers 

a misfortunate doom, that equitable presence in justice 

eventually saves justice. Time, of course, is the eternal 

enemy. When Artegall leaves Pollente's Bridge, its customs 

have been righted; later on, Britomart faces a new set of 

adverse conditions there. 

One must finally conclude that Spenser's historical 

sense allows him to incorporate in his book of justice a 

perspective on civic affairs still relatively unexplored in 

his own time. One central image in that perspective is 

that traditional authority may be challenged, whether it be 

the principles of sovereignty, the piety of a dominant 

faith, or, especially, the force of an established law. 

God and Fortune are still powerful inhabitants of Spenser's 

poetic ground, but the human justiciar, seeking right 

through reason, is also beginning to locate his own dis

tinct jurisdiction there. In this sense, then, the ending 

of Book V--a stalwart Artegall pressed on all sides by 

howling creatures of most hideous aspect--is neither 

frightening, sad, weak, nor regressive. It is instead an 

innovative, optimistic, and uniquely Elizabethan glimpse of 

new territories. 
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Justice in Book V of Spenser's Faerie Queene," PMLA, 85 
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of Edmund syenser, ed. A. C. Hamilton (Hamden, Conn.: Archon 
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380 'Connell, p. 155. In Endlesse Worke: Spenser 
and the Structures of Discourse (Baltimore and London: Johns 
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truth (p. 168). Goldberg concludes that Spenser, "giving up 
the fiction that the poet speaks in the text at all," takes 
authority for his treatise on justice and also adopts a 
"voice of authority" in it~ and by failing in both, the poet 
"is doubly undone" (p. 169). 
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1Nohrnberg, p. 352. 

2In n. i.2.7-9. 

3Kathleen Williams notes that Spenser would have 
felt a duty to discuss his ideas in terms of contemporaneous 
issues yet would also have agreed with her own conclusion 
"that actual political and social occurrences were no more 
likely in the sixteenth century than in our own to embody 
justice, but only to approximate more or less nearly to just 
action"; in Spenser's World of Glass: A Reading of The 
Faerie Queene (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of Cali
fornia Press, 1966), p. 152. 

4Gouge, following Todd, makes this suggestion in The 
Faerie Queene V (Cambridge: Oxford Univ. Press, 1921), pp. 
165-66. 

5Above, p. 121. 

6Gough, p. 176. 

7The Second Treasons Act of 1571 held that the goods 
of anyone judged guilty of high treason would be forfeited 
to Elizabeth (Elton, p. 74). Hamilton points to the Mosaic 
story in Deuteronomy 9.21 (n. 2.27.9); see also Exodus 32. 
7-20. 

8Hamilton's note at II.viii points to the scattered 
instances of providential intervention in the Faerie ~ueene, 
those regarding Arthur as God's instrument: I.vi.34., 
I.vii.12.3, I.viii.1, III.v.27., III.viii.29, IV.vii.23, 
and V.vi.34. 

9Nelson, p. 265. 
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11Hooker, pp. 142-43. 

12Above, pp. 107-08. 
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13Sanglier and the Squire agree to his terms. See 
Hamilton's note at i.25.1-4. 



GLOSSARY 

antiquarianism - the private or institutional study of 
documents, records, registers, physical artifacts, 
monuments, and other antiquities, including the 
subsequent, often nostalgic, historical reconstruc
tion of the origins of peoples, places, laws, myths, 
religious rites, and social customs 

chorography - a combined form of history and geography; the 
study and description of a particular area such as 
a city, county, or state, based on the direct 
observation of that area and its historical artifacts 
and structured in spacial rather than chronological 
or alphabetical order 

chronicle - occasionally synonymous with "history," specifi
cally a detailed record of natural or human events 
arranged in chronological (often annual) order and 
offered as statements of fact, traditionally without 
comment, interpretation, or analysis 

cyclical theory - a philosophy of history in which the 
vicissitudes of history are considered subject to 
a periodic order discernible in the general charac
ter of distinct historical ages (states, customs, 
institutions) and their eternal and sequential 
recurrence 

developmental theory - a philosophy of history in which 
historical change occurs in a generally organic, 
progressive manner along continuous lines of 
causal connections 

historical allegory - discourse that refers intermittently 
or continuously, in a metaphorical or symbolical 
way, beyond literal expression to actual historical 
experience 

inconvenience - a legalistic term for the general moral, 
ethical, or political harm resulting from an 
unavoidable conflict of rights in law or from 
a specific law improperly framed, administered, 
maintained, or observed 
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linear theory - a philosophy of history in which historical 
events or ages, acting in harmony with divine, 
natural, or rational laws, conform to an ordered 
movement of a generally progressive or regressive 
nature, usually toward an end either predestined or 
fixed in the course of the movement itself 

local history - a form of territorial history, often choro
graphic in form, focusing on a particular city or 
county 

problematic history - a type of history limited in scope to 
specific social, economic, or political problems in 
which isolated laws, customs, scholarly disciplines, 
and institutions (especially those examined in 
seventeenth-century English histories of Church, 
Parliament, and Courts of Law) are considered from 
a developmental point of view 

prophecy - a visionary expression of divine or eternal truth 
immanent in history that argues the subjugation of 
public experience to a higher moral order 

prophetic historicism - according to Angus Fletcher's defini
tion, a philosophy or "shape" of history in which the 
historian discovers metahistorical or transcendental 
as well as historical truths and by which the epic 
poet develops, in a universalizing way, allusions to 
topical events that "go through their historical 
particularity ••• [to] a level of transcendent 
meaning" (The Prophetic Moment, p. 42) 

territorial history - according to F. S. Fussner's analysis 
of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century historiography, 
a type of history limited in scope to local, 
national, biographical, and episodic historical 
matter as it illuminates the contemporary concerns 
of the nation state, especially in the developmental, 
antiquarian, and sometimes chorographic study of the 
origins and cultural development of indigenous 
peoples 

universal history - a type of history of universal scope 
(especially world histories and histories of 
histories) in which the ages, cultures, or experi
ences of man are united in a single coherent cycli
calor linear scheme 
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view - the term occasionally synonymous with "survey" and 
"history," specifically a legalistic and historical 
title derived from the practice of viewing and sur
veying land and used to denote territorial histories 
chorographic in nature and local or national in 
scope 
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